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Abstract
We investigate structural aspects of JT gravity through its BF description. In
particular, we provide evidence that JT gravity should be thought of as (a coset
of) the noncompact subsemigroup SL+(2,R) BF theory. We highlight physical
implications, including the famous Plancherel measure sinh 2pi
√
E. Exploiting
this perspective, we investigate JT gravity on more generic manifolds with em-
phasis on the edge degrees of freedom on entangling surfaces and factorization. It
is found that the one-sided JT gravity degrees of freedom are described not just
by a Schwarzian on the asymptotic boundary, but also include frozen SL+(2,R)
degrees of freedom on the horizon, identifiable as JT gravity black hole states.
Configurations with two asymptotic boundaries are linked to 2d Liouville CFT
on the torus surface.
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1 Introduction
When considering models of two-dimensional gravity, the Jackiw-Teitelboim (JT) theory
plays a privileged role [1, 2]:
S[g,Φ] =
1
16piG2
∫
d2x
√−gΦ (R(2) − Λ)+ SGH. (1.1)
It consists of a 2d metric gµν , whose only physical degree of freedom is the Ricci scalar R,
and a dilaton field Φ. This model is the spherical dimensional reduction of pure 3d gravity
with cosmological constant Λ and as such, it is the closest one can get in two dimensions
to a dynamical pure quantum gravity theory.1 It also appears as the universal low-energy
gravitational sector in SYK-type models [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16].
Being the spherical sector of 3d gravity, the JT model (1.1) does not have any bulk prop-
agating degrees of freedom, but it does have black hole solutions.2 Furthermore, the JT
action describes the dynamics of the near-horizon regime of near-extremal black holes. In
1Recall that the Einstein-Hilbert action SEH ∼
∫
R is the Euler characteristic in 2d.
2Propagating degrees of freedom can be introduced by coupling the system to an external matter sector
as studied in e.g. [17, 18, 19]. This will not be pursued here.
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that context, the zeroth order term Stop ∼ Φ0
∫
d2x
√−g R + SGH ∼ χ captures the ground
state entropy S0, whereas the remainder, at first order (1.1), captures the deviations from
extremality. As such, pure JT (1.1) only captures the deviations from extremality.3
When considering JT gravity (1.1) on a manifold with a boundary, one finds that the dy-
namics is governed by Schwarzian quantum mechanics [21, 22, 23]:4
S[f ] = −C
∫
dt {f, t} , (1.2)
with {f, t} = f ′′′
f ′ − 32 f
′′2
f ′2 , the Schwarzian derivative of f , the boundary time reparametriza-
tion. Schwarzian amplitudes can be explicitly computed and indeed exhibit virtual inter-
mediate virtual black hole states [24], see also [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. We set C = 1/2 from
here on out.
Ever since the early work in the model [31, 32, 33, 34], the JT action (1.1) has been known to
be identical to the action of a SL(2,R) BF theory, which in turn is the dimensional reduction
of 3d SL(2,R) CS theory.5 Away from the holographic boundary, this SL(2,R) BF-model
is describing the moduli space of flat SL(2,R) connections. The equivalence between JT
gravity and its BF formulation is manifest in the first-order formulation. However, it is
not immediate that the second-order and first-order formulation of gravity are equivalent
quantum-mechanically in terms of path integration space. We can raise several important
points with its relation to gravity.
• A first important point is that metric invertibility is typically not imposed in the
first-order (i.e. BF) formulation. It was shown in [35] to be related to picking the
hyperbolic component of the moduli space of flat SL(2,R) connections. We will have
more to say about this further on, and this is one of our motivations for restricting to
the SL+(2,R) subsemigroup.
• Next to this, there are two inequivalent choices of integration space over geometries
that correspond to integrating over Teichmu¨ller space T (the moduli space of flat
hyperbolic SL(2,R) connections) or the moduli space of Riemann surfaces M (Te-
ichmu¨ller space modulo the mapping class group). Though equivalent on the disk, for
higher genus surfaces we get different results using either T respectively M. This is
detailed in Appendices D and E.
3This has implications in that when we compute the black hole entropy, we will not capture the ground
state entropy S0, much like in [20].
4This is a primitive form of holography, of the same type as the Chern-Simons / WZW correspondence.
5It should be noted that this identification was done at the classical level and locally, and that it does
not guarantee the quantum equivalence of JT gravity and SL(2,R) BF. In particular the range of fields in
the path integral depends explicitly on the group and not just on the algebra. In our case, we have to at
least identify g ∈ SL(2,R) with −g and the structure is reduced to PSL(2,R) ' SL(2,R)/Z2 ' SO(2,1).
This modification will be left implicit here, and is relatively harmless. More impactful modifications are
discussed shortly.
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• Quantum gravity can be considered to include a summation over different bulk topolo-
gies, respecting the asymptotic structure. In this work, we choose to define the model
by restricting to a predefined topology, mostly the disk and annulus topology.
Throughout this work, we choose the path integration space for the bulk to correspond to
the hyperbolic component of the moduli space of flat SL(2,R) connections, or Teichmu¨ller
space T , of fixed topology.
In [36] we made the claim that JT quantum gravity is in fact a SL+(2,R) BF theory,
and not a SL(2,R) BF theory, with SL+(2,R) the subsemigroup of SL(2,R) obtained be
restricting SL(2,R) matrices to matrices with all elements positive. In the first part of this
work (section 3), we substantiate this claim.
BF theory for compact groups is understood rather well [37, 38]. JT gravity is different from
this in a number of ways: the relevant group is noncompact, it is in fact not a group but a
subsemigroup, and finally gravitational boundary conditions constrain the group theoretic
degrees on the boundary resulting in a coset construction. We will deal with each of these
issues one by one throughout sections 2 and 3, gradually working our way up to JT gravity.
This completes the precise BF formulation of JT gravity initiated in [39, 36].
The remainder of this work is devoted to the study of JT gravity on more generic man-
ifolds. The main focus is on JT gravity on a strip (Lorentzian) or equivalently an annulus
(Euclidean), as this configuration is relevant for black hole physics. This is discussed in
section 5. More general Euclidean topologies are discussed in Appendix E.
In particular in section 5 we explain how cutting manifolds assigns edge dynamics or
JT edge modes to entangling surfaces, in the spirit of [40]. The boundary surface can
be made transparent, or equivalently the manifolds can be glued together by taking the
trace in the extended Hilbert space associated with the edge degrees of freedom (see e.g.
[41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 40, 48] and references therein).
As a byproduct we establish that the spectrum of JT gravity contains one-sided black hole
states; unlike the Schwarzian theory which on its own is insufficient to describe the Hilbert
space of one-sided JT black holes.6 These states account for the Bekenstein-Hawking en-
tropy in JT gravity, in the sense of the calculation in [20].
Including edge modes then allows JT to factorize across horizons in the sense (5.16), which
is the sense in which generic gauge theories such as Maxwell factorize. Indeed, within a BF
formulation of JT gravity, the factorizing structure (5.16) of the Hilbert space follows from
basic group-theoretic properties. We highlight this structure in BF at the very beginning of
this work in section 2,7 and come back to this for JT gravity in section 5. This addresses
one aspect of the factorization problem posed in [49, 20].
It does not resolve all the subtleties though, as e.g. the JT spectrum is continuous without
a volume-scaling divergence. This raises issues regarding a Hilbert space interpretation of
6Although all correlation functions reduce to Schwarzian thermal calculations.
7When this paper was nearing completion, a work of Donnelly and Wong [50] appeared containing similar
statements regarding the TFD in (quasi)-topological gauge theories.
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such quantum systems [25, 49], which are intrinsic to JT. To address this and other aspects
of the factorization problem of [49], one would have to consider a specific UV-ancestor of JT,
like SYK, and find a discretized set of microstates. Whenever we use the word factorization
throughout this work, we mean no more or no less than the property (5.16).
In any case, the pure states |k, s, i〉 in (5.16) play an important role in JT gravity and are
worth studying.
As a warm-up for the JT edge mode story of section 5 we consider compact group BF
in section 4. Furthermore, we repeat the edge mode story for CS in Appendix F and com-
pare the BF formulas of section 4 with known formulas of 2d CFT.
Finally, in section 6 we compute JT bilocal wormhole-crossing amplitudes and elaborate on
an identification of these as a specific limit of Liouville torus amplitudes.
A natural class of operator insertions in JT and BF are boundary-anchored Wilson lines.
Generic correlation functions with Wilson lines inserted, possibly crossed, can be written
down using a diagrammatic construction.8 Though the emphasis in this work is not on
such correlation functions, at several instances we will write down some amplitudes, with
the goal of showing that the BF perspective on JT allows us to understand dynamics of JT
quantum gravity on generic manifolds.
2 Holography for Quantum Mechanics on Groups and Cosets
We start this section with a review on how quantum mechanics on the group manifold G
appears when studying 2d BF theory on a disk [39, 36], with compact gauge group G. Later
we generalize the boundary conditions to incorporate coset models for a subgroup H ⊂ G.
Finally we discuss how to generalize to noncompact groups.
2.1 Review: Compact Groups
Consider BF theory on a disk with boundary labeled by t:
S[χ,A] =
∫
M
d2xTr [χF ]− 1
2
∫
∂M
dtTr [χAt] . (2.1)
Variation of the action results in
δS[χ,A] = (bulk e.o.m.) +
1
2
∫
∂M
dtTr [χδAt − Atδχ] , (2.2)
the boundary term can be dealt with by imposing:
At|bdy = χ|bdy. (2.3)
8Bluntly, each Wilson line endpoint on the boundary circle gets a 3j-symbol, each bulk Wilson line
crossing gets a 6j-symbol. The detailed rules are summarized in Appendix A and their derivation can be
found in [39, 36].
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Path integrating over χ forces A = g−1dg, with g periodic g(t + β) = g(t) and we are left
with the untwisted particle on a group action:
S[g] = −1
2
∫
dtTr
(
g−1∂tg
)2
, (2.4)
studied e.g. in [51, 52].9 This theory will henceforth be refered to as quantum mechanics on
the group manifold. More generally we can include a puncture in irrep λ in the disk. Path
integrating out χ now imposes a non-trivial holonomy on A: A = g−1dg + λ. The result is
the action:
S[g, λ] = −
∫
dtTr
(
g−1∂tg + λ
)2
, (2.5)
with partition function [53]:
Z(β, Uλ) =
∑
R
dimRχR(Uλ)e
−βCR , Uλ = e−2piλ, (2.6)
in terms of the weight λ ≡ λ ·H, with H the Cartan generators. The Peter-Weyl theorem
implies the Hilbert space of both BF on an interval and that of quantum mechanics on the
group manifold consists of all matrix elements of all irreducible representations R of G:
H = { |R, a, b〉 , a, b = 1 . . . dimR}, (2.7)
with normalized coordinate space wavefunctions:
〈g| R, a, b〉 =
√
dim RRab(g) =
√
dim R 〈R, a| g |R, b〉 . (2.8)
One way of formulating this conclusion, is that a quantum particle on the group manifold can
be written in terms of an emergent 2d spacetime. In this sense, this is a form of holography
on the worldline (see also [54]), albeit one without propagating bulk degrees of freedom, in
perfect analogy with the situation for 2d WZW CFTs.
2.2 Factorization of the Thermofield Double
In [36] we introduced several useful families of time-slicings of the BF disk. Next to the
defect channel slicing (Figure 1 left), in this paper we introduce two more slicings that
turn out to be very useful. These are an angular slicing of the disk, and a circular slicing
(Figure 1 middle and right). The angular slicing is analogous to Schwarzschild time slicing
in Euclidean signature. As we will be mostly interested in the Lorentzian continuation in
this time coordinate, we will adhere to this slicing throughout most of this work. The disk
9There is actually a redundancy for g ∼ V g for constant V ∈ G. This translates to a path integration
space of LG/G for the partition function. This modding by G gives an additional factor of 1/vol G in the
partition function (which we did not write) that strictly speaking foils a genuine Hilbert space interpretation
of this path integral. We will interpret this factor as a contribution to the zero-temperature entropy as eS0
and dismiss it from here on out. See also appendix C of [39]. There will be an analogous subtlety for the
non-compact JT case.
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Figure 1: Left: defect channel slicing of the amplitude where gh−1 = U . Middle: Angular
slicing of the amplitude. Right: Circular slicing connecting the inner boundary and the
outer.
partition function can be computed in either of these channels:
Z(β, U) =
∑
R
dim RRba(h
−1)Rab(g)e−CRβ
=
∑
R
dim R
∫
G
dg Rba(g)Rab(Ug
−1)e−CRβ
=
∑
R
χR(1)χR(U)e
−CRβ. (2.9)
The thermofield double (TFD) state is a semi-disk amplitude and can accordingly be cal-
culated using either of these slicings. The defect channel slicing is most reminiscent of the
definition of the TFD state as preparing the vacuum:
aa
R
g
1
= 〈g| TFD〉 (2.10)
The disk calculation results using (2.8) in:
〈g|TFD〉 =
∑
R,a,b
〈g|R, a, b〉 〈R, a, b|1〉 e−β2 CR =
∑
R
dim RχR(g) e
−β
2
CR , (2.11)
or
|TFD〉 =
∑
R,a
√
dim R e−
β
2
CR |R, a, a〉 . (2.12)
Consider now the wavefunction 〈g1 · g2|R, a, a〉 in combination with the defining property
of representation matrices Raa(g1 · g2) = Rab(g1)Rba(g2). We find the factorization of the
wavefunction:
〈g1 · g2|R, a, a〉 =
∑
b
1√
dimR
〈g1|R, a, b〉 〈g2|R, b, a〉 . (2.13)
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Using this, we can equivalently write the thermofield double state as:
aa bb
R
gL gR
1
= 〈gL ⊗ gR|TFD〉 (2.14)
Using (2.13) we now find:
|TFD〉 =
∑
R,a,b
e−
β
2
CR |R, a, b〉 ⊗ |R, a, b〉 . (2.15)
This corresponds to a state defined on the t = 0 slice with a predefined bifurcation in two
pieces HL ⊗ HR. This formula is very suggestive and shows the purification of a thermal
ensemble of states |R, a, b〉 associated with the submanifold obtained by cutting a two-sided
geometry on the horizon. We will make this picture explicit in section 4, where we identify
the states |R, b〉 as the edge states associated with the horizon.
2.3 Cosets G/H
The boundary condition (2.3) can be generalized into10
Aat |bdy = χa|bdy, Abt |bdy = χb|bdy = 0 (2.16)
for some subset of generators labeled b. This leads to a restricted particle on a group action:
S[g] = −1
2
∫
dt Tr
(
g−1∂tg
)2∣∣∣
restricted
, (2.17)
We will focus on the case where the generators τ b span a subalgebra h ⊂ g. The resulting
theory then describes a particle on the right coset G/H. The extreme case of H = G sets
all boundary values of χ = 0 and removes all boundary dynamics: as a result the theory
G/G only contains topological data such as knots contained in the BF bulk.
The Peter-Weyl theorem for groups G is readily extended to right cosets G/H. Func-
tions on the coset G/H are restricted by right H-invariance: ψ(g) = ψ(g ·H). In terms of
the matrix element basis functions (2.8), this leads to the constrained basis:
Ra0(g) = 〈R, a| g |R, 0〉 = 〈R, a| g ·H |R, 0〉 (2.18)
10One can generalize this further by including sign changes as Aa|bdy = ±χa|bdy. These sign changes
correspond to changing the signature of the bilinear form on the algebra g at the boundary; this boils down
to switching between different real forms of the complex algebra. The magnitude of the proportionality
factor can be absorbed by a field redefinition.
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with right-states constrained by invariance under H denoted by a label 0: H |R, 0〉 = |R, 0〉.
For homogeneous spaces (to which we restrict from now on), there is only one such basis
vector |R, 0〉 within each irrep R. Thus the Hilbert space is spanned by the orthonormal
basis of so-called spherical functions:
φR0a(g) =
√
dim RR0a(g), (2.19)
We can now directly write down the propagator on the coset manifold from g = 1 to g = U :
ZG/H(β, U) =
∑
R
φR0a(1)φ
R
a0(U)e
−CRβ =
∑
R
dim RR00(U)e
−CRβ, (2.20)
As highlighted in Appendix A.1, the angular slicing (Figure 2 left) in BF theory is mani-
0
0
cR (0)
U
R00(U)
U
0
0
U
Figure 2: Left: Angular slicing of the amplitude. Middle and Right: Circular slicing and
annular region connecting the inner boundary and the outer, the latter projecting on the
invariant indices. From hereon coset boundaries will always we depicted in red.
festly equal to the boundary particle-on-a-coset evaluation. The second way of writing the
amplitude in (2.20) on the other hand is interpreted as closed channel propagation between
initial and final states (Figure 2 middle and right). The matrix element
R00(g) ≡ 〈R, 0| g |R, 0〉 (2.21)
is both left- and right- H-invariant and is called a zonal spherical function.
As shown in Appendix A.1, regions in the bulk diagrams enclosed by Wilson lines are
weighed by dimR reminiscent of inserting a complete set of wavefunctions of the parent G
theory. The deep interior does not know about the modding by H and is insensitive to the
choice of boundary conditions (2.16).
Indeed: interior points come with free labels a, whereas boundary labels are constrained to
be 0. Accordingly, the 6j-symbols that appear at the bulk crossing of Wilson lines are those
of the parent group G. For JT gravity there is a similar scenario [36]: the gravitational
constraints are genuine boundary conditions and do not affect the theory in the deep bulk,
as we discuss in section 3.5.
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As an illuminating example of a quantum particle on a coset manifold, take the two sphere
S2 ' SU(2)/U(1). In this case, the full matrix element is the Wigner D-function, the spher-
ical functions are the standard spherical harmonics, and the zonal spherical function is the
Legendre function. We provided details and some more discussion in Appendix A.2.1.
We end by remarking that cosets are quite numerous in the space of all manifolds, and
the fact that we can directly generalize our conclusion from section 2 to this case, is hence
a vast expansion of the number of available models of this kind.
2.4 Noncompact Groups
Consider next quantum mechanics on a noncompact group manifold. The Peter-Weyl the-
orem (or equivalently the Plancherel decomposition) states how square integrable functions
on the group manifold can be decomposed into representation matrix elements:
f(g) =
∑
k,a,b
ck,abR
k
ab(g), ∀f ∈ L2(G). (2.22)
The difference with compact groups is that now continuous irrep labels k will appear, as
well as infinite-dimensional representations. The irrep matrix elements are orthogonal with
respect to the Plancherel measure:∫
dg Rkab(g)R
k′
cd(g)
∗ =
δ(k − k′)
ρ(k)
δacδbd. (2.23)
We read off the normalized eigenfunctions:
φkab(g) =
√
ρ(k)Rkab(g). (2.24)
The propagator on the group manifold is written down using these ingredients as:
ZG(β, λ) =
∫
dk φkab(g)φ
k
ab(g · Uλ)∗ e−βCk =
∫
dk ρ(k)χk(Uλ) e
−βCk . (2.25)
In BF language, this is the amplitude for a disk-shaped region, so each such region is
weighted with the Plancherel measure ρ(k). For several irreps, including the unitary irreps of
relevance in the Peter-Weyl decomposition, the representation space is infinite-dimensional.
Its dimension is found as the character evaluated at the identity element. We will prove
further on that this is also equal to the Plancherel measure:11
χk(1) ≡ dim k = ρ(k), (2.26)
11For reader comfort, we have left several volume factors implicit, hence there is no contradiction be-
tween (2.26) and the infinite dimensionality of the representation. We more carefully track these factors
in Appendix C by relating finite-volume regularization to delta-regularization. It is the latter in which the
Plancherel measure ρ(k) is defined.
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but for this we must first discuss non-compact cosets.
The propagator on coset manifolds G/H with both G and H noncompact is well-understood
and described in detail in [55]. It is the generalization of (2.20):
ZG/H(β) =
∫
dkρG(k) e
−βCk , (2.27)
where ρG(k) is the Plancherel measure on G and where we used R
k
00(1) = 1. Let’s consider
some instructive examples of this formula.
• G = SL(2,C) and H = SU(2). The resulting space is the Euclidean hyperbolic space
H+3 . The propagator on Euclidean AdS3 is well-known [56]:
ZH+3 (β) =
∫
ds s2 e−βCs , (2.28)
where one indeed recognizes the SL(2,C) Plancherel measure ρ(s) = s2.
• G = SL(2,R) and H = U(1). The resulting space is the Euclidean hyperbolic plane
H+2 . The propagator on Euclidean AdS2 is again well-known:
ZH+2 (β) =
∫
ds s tanh(pis) e−βCs , (2.29)
and we recover the SL(2,R) Plancherel measure ρ(s) ∼ s tanh(pis).12
• G = G × G and H = Gdiag. This is the coset realization of the group G itself.13
For a direct product of groups G = G1 ×G2, the Plancherel measure is ρG(µ1, µ2) =
ρG1(µ1) · ρG2(µ2), so:
ρG×G(µ) = ρG(µ)2. (2.30)
Hence for the diagonal coset which is just the group, the partition function can be
rewritten as:
ZG(β) =
∫
dk ρ(k)2 e−βCk . (2.31)
Comparing this equation with (2.25), completes the proof of (2.26).
As a further example, in Appendix A.2.2 we consider quantum mechanics on SL(2,C).
12Discrete representations of SL(2,R) are absent since discrete eigenmodes of the H+2 Laplacian do not
exist.
13The argument that there is only one state |k, 0〉 for each irrep holds for this particular coset, see the
discussion around (B.51) and (B.52) in [55].
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3 The Subsemigroup Structure of JT Gravity
In this section, we build up towards describing JT gravity as a SL+(2,R) BF theory. The
structure SL+(2,R) is a subsemigroup, consisting of SL(2,R) matrices with all positive
entries: (
a b
c d
)
, ad− bc = 1, a, b, c, d > 0. (3.1)
In sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, we gather evidence that this structure can indeed be identified
with 2d JT gravity.
In section 3.4 we show that one can consistently describe quantum mechanics on the sub-
semigroup SL+(2,R). In section 3.5, we work out the coset perspective on the JT disk am-
plitudes. In order to appreciate the difference between SL(2,R) and SL+(2,R), we present
a short recap of the relevant representation theory in Appendices G and H.
3.1 Evidence 1: Density of States and the Plancherel Measure
Let us first present an argument in favor of the SL+(2,R) structure. For SL+(2,R) the
Plancherel measure is sinh 2pi
√
E (H.15) whereas for SL(2,R) the Plancherel measure is
tanhpi
√
E (G.30). The former has a Cardy rise at large energies, consistent with the semi-
classical Bekenstein-Hawking entropy formula, the latter doesn’t. So an SL(2,R) BF theory
will not result in a correct calculation of the black hole entropy [20], as there are simply not
enough states.14
Let us briefly touch on a second physical application for which it is pivotal that we de-
scribe JT gravity as a BF theory with Plancherel measure sinh 2pi
√
E, attributing this
weight to each disk-shaped region. Recently, the semi-classical limit of the exact JT corre-
lation functions was investigated in [57]. Analyzing generic diagrams with crossing bilocal
lines, the eikonal shockwave expressions were reproduced [58, 59], where the corresponding
shockwave diagram in real time is topologically the same as the crossing lines disk diagram.
When performing such a calculation, it is crucial that each region in the Euclidean bulk
carries a measure factor sinh 2pi
√
E, as these factors ultimately determine the saddle point
that represents the mass of the original black hole on which the shockwaves propagate.
This is even more crucial for regions that are completely sealed off from the holographic
boundary (Figure 3), as no coset conditions are imposed at all for such region and the theory
is sensitive to the full BF theory.
3.2 Evidence 2: Hyperbolic Geometry
A further argument in favor of SL+(2,R) can be made by thinking about more complicated
geometries. In particular, when quantizing a BF-theory on a circle instead of an interval,
the Hilbert space is spanned by the set of all class-functions on G, i.e. the characters of all
14We will elaborate on the black hole states further on.
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Figure 3: Left: Configuration of crossing Wilson lines that enclose a bulk region. The
coset projection (denoted by the 0-symbol and the red-colored boundary) is not felt in the
deep interior, but it is crucial to use the sinh 2pi
√
E measure to agree with a semi-classical
shockwave computation of the same topology (Right).
unitary irreps. For a non-compact group with continuous irrep labels k and k′, these satisfy
the completeness relation:15 ∫
C
dαχk(α)χk
′
(α−1) = δ(k − k′), (3.2)
to be used when gluing two tubes together (Figure 4). Such a relation holds equally well
for a subsemigroup as SL+(2,R).
Figure 4: Quantizing BF theory on a circle gives a complete basis by Peter-Weyl as the set
of all characters of all unitary irreps. Gluing proceeds by using this basis.
The integral (3.2) ranges over the subgroup of all conjugacy class elements C of the group
G. For a compact group, this is the maximal torus mod Weyl T/W . For a non-compact
group, the situation is not so simple. In the case of SL(2,R), the set of conjugacy class
elements splits in elliptic |Trg| < 2, parabolic |Trg| = 2 and hyperbolic classes |Trg| > 2,
and one has to sum over the three classes as well. Restricting further to SL+(2,R) where
all elements are positive numbers, the constraint ad− bc = 1 combined with positivity rules
out the elliptic and parabolic class. Indeed, since b, c > 0 we must have ad > 1 and hence
Trg = a + d > a + a−1 > 2, as was to be shown. The parabolic class represented by the
15In principle, an integral over twist angles is present in this equation. This is harmless for compact
groups, see Appendix D.1 for details. For the gravity case, the range of the twisting integral depends on
the choice of Teichmu¨ller space or the moduli space of Riemann surfaces, see Appendix D.2. The specific
range is not important for the point we are making here.
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identity element is located with measure zero at the bottom of the hyperbolic class. We
hence have C = {hyperbolic class elements}.
Moreover, it is known how the different conjugacy classes work geometrically in JT gravity.
Elliptic class states correspond to conical defects, whereas hyperbolic class states correspond
to smooth tubes [60].16 If one is interested in smooth 2d geometries, in particular with a
non-singular (invertible) metric, then one has to restrict to the hyperbolic class. Indeed,
the component of the moduli space of flat SL(2,R) connections that is related to gravity,
is the so-called hyperbolic component where all tubes have hyperbolic holonomies. The
above argument illustrates that restricting to SL+(2,R) makes immediate contact with non-
singular gravity, and in particular gives a path integration space ranging only over non-
singular metrics.
In fact, even though we lack a true proof, we believe that the hyperbolic component of the
moduli space of flat SL(2,R) connections is to be identified with the moduli space of flat
SL+(2,R) connections. We provide some arguments for this in Appendix B.
3.3 Evidence 3: Limits of 3d Gravity and Quantum Groups
Next, we elaborate on a deeper structural reason for the group-theoretic SL+(2,R) structure
of JT gravity.
Jackiw-Teitelboim gravity is unambiguously defined as a suitable dimensional reduction of
3d gravity. The dynamics of 3d gravity is governed in essence by the Virasoro modular
bootstrap, which in turn is governed by the representation theory of the quantum group
SL+q (2,R). This was discussed in detail by Ponsot and Teschner in [61, 62]. By taking suit-
able limits of their formulas we end up uniquely with the representation theory of SL+(2,R).
In discussing the harmonic analysis on the quantum group SL+q (2,R) in the context of
the Virasoro modular bootstrap, Ponsot and Teschner write down the following Plancherel
decomposition:17
L2(SL+q (2,R)) '
∫
⊕
dµ(P )PP ⊗ PP , (3.3)
where PP are the self-dual representations of Uq(sl(2,R)), dµ(P ) is the Plancherel measure
on SL+q (2,R) and P > 0. Explicitly, the measure reads:
dµ(P ) = dP |Sb(2α)|2, α = Q/2 + iP, (3.4)
with
|Sb(2α)|2 = S P0 = 4 sinh(2piPb) sinh(2piP/b), (3.5)
where we recognize the Virasoro modular S matrix element S P0 . In the classical limit b→ 0,
with P = bk, this becomes the Sklyanin measure:
S P0 → k sinh 2pik, (3.6)
16The parabolic class generates a cusp infinitely far away and can be viewed as a degenerate case.
17In fact this Plancherel decomposition was announced without proof by Ponsot and Teschner, and proven
only later in the mathematics literature [63].
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which is just the Plancherel measure on SL+(2,R). The objects appearing on the r.h.s.
in (3.3) are viewed more naturally as representations of the modular double Uq(sl(2,R)) ⊗
Uq˜(sl(2,R)). The classical limit q → 1 of these representations does not yield a double
copy of the classical group SL(2,R), instead the representations are self-dual, and form a
basis of functions on SL+(2,R) [63]. Hence the classical limit of (3.3) is just the Plancherel
decomposition of SL+(2,R):
L2(SL+(2,R)) '
∫ ∞
0
dk k sinh 2pikPk ⊗ Pk . (3.7)
Note that no discrete representations are present. The Plancherel decomposition (3.7) is to
be read as the statement that the matrix elements K++s1s2(g) (H.13) of SL
+(2,R) are complete
in SL+(2,R) in the sense that:
f(g) =
∑
k,s1,s2
ck,s1s2K
++
s1s2
(g), ∀f ∈ L2(SL+(2,R)), (3.8)
for uniquely determined expansion coefficients ck,s1s2 , with the associated orthonormality∫
dg K++s1s2(g)K
++
s3s4
(g)∗ =
δ(k − k′)δ(s1 − s3)δ(s2 − s4)
k sinh 2pik
, (3.9)
and completeness relation:∫
ds1ds2
∫
dk k sinh 2pikK++s1s2(g2)K
++
s1s2
(g2)
∗ = δ(g1 − g2). (3.10)
As a consistency check on the limiting procedure from (3.3) to (3.7), recall from Appendix
H the SL+(2,R) gravitational wavefunction:
Rk(φ) = eφK2ik(e
φ), (3.11)
which is the mixed parabolic matrix element of the Cartan element φ. In the mathe-
matics literature, this is the so-called Whittaker function (or coefficient) [64, 65, 66, 67].
The JT result (3.11) matches with the classical limit b → 0 of the Whittaker function of
Uq(sl(2,R))⊗ Uq˜(sl(2,R)) [68].
When considering out-of-time ordered correlation functions in JT gravity, 6j-symbols of
SL+(2,R) pop up [36]. Alternatively, these 6j symbols are obtained as the classical limit
b → 0 of the braiding matrices of Virasoro conformal blocks. The fusion matrices of Vira-
soro are given as 6j-symbols of the quantum group SL+q (2,R).
18 As a consistency check, the
orthogonality relation of the quantum 6j symbols [69]:∫
dµ(P )
{
K1 L1 P
K2 L2 Q
}
q
{
K1 L1 P
K2 L2 R
}
q
=
1
SP0
δ(Q−R), (3.12)
18A very nice discussion on this can be found in [69].
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is taken in the b→ 0 limit to (3.6):∫
dp p sinh 2pip
{
k1 l1 p
k2 l2 q
}{
k1 l1 p
k2 l2 r
}
=
δ(q − r)
q sinh 2piq
. (3.13)
Within JT gravity, gravitational Wilson lines can be uncrossed in the bulk at no cost. This
can be proven directly in the path integral before initiating an explicit calculation [36].
The above formula which includes the 6j-symbols that appear at bulk crossings of Wilson
lines in JT, expresses precisely this operation, given that we work with a BF theory whose
Plancherel decomposition is precisely (3.7). So on top of identifying the 6j-symbols as those
of SL+(2,R), (3.13) also proves that the Plancherel decomposition of the BF theory associ-
ated to JT gravity is precisely (3.7).
A related point is that in [24, 57] Schwarzian OTO correlators were obtained by apply-
ing the braiding R-matrix in 2d Virasoro CFT for each line crossing. The double-scaling
Schwarzian limit then demonstrated that each such procedure generates an additional mo-
mentum integral, with the ki sinh(2piki) measure accompanying it. This includes regions
that end up being completely enclosed in the interior of the bulk.
3.4 Quantum Mechanics on SL+(2,R)
Motivated by the previous subsections, we will now prove that the particle on the sub-
semigroup SL+(2,R) or equivalently SL+(2,R) BF on a disk is a mathematically consistent
model. The contents of this section build on some SL+(2,R) representation theory summa-
rized in Appendix H. The consistency hinges on the fact that the SL+(2,R) manifold is a
submanifold of the SL(2,R) manifold.
Partition Function
The particle on SL+(2,R) is defined by the path integral:∫
SL+(2,R)
[Dφ] [Dγ+] [Dγ−] exp
{
−
∫ β
0
dt
(
(∂tφ)
2 + e−2φ∂tγ+∂tγ−
)}
, (3.14)
on the thermal manifold g(t+ β) = g(t) and constrained to the SL+(2,R) patch γ−, γ+ > 0
(H.10). Within a Hamiltonian context, we obtain the propagator (or twisted partition
function) on the SL+(2,R) manifold:
Z(β, g, Uλg) =
∫
dk
∫
dαdβ ρ(k) e−βCk K++αβ (Uλg)K
++
αβ (g)
∗. (3.15)
Here, α and β label the hyperbolic basis of SL+(2,R). Because we are considering prop-
agation on the SL+(2,R) submanifold, obviously g and Uλ are restricted to be positive.
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The matrix elements of SL+(2,R) are a subset of the hyperbolic basis matrix elements of
SL(2,R):
K(g) =
(
K++(g) K+−(g)
K−+(g) K−−(g)
)
, (3.16)
with composition property K(g1 · g2) = K(g1) ·K(g2) and inverse K(g−1) = K(g)−1. Using
the explicit expressions for the matrix elements [70, 71], one readily finds
K+−αβ (g) = 0, g ∈ SL+(2,R) (3.17)
Similarly, the matrix representation can be shown to be unitary:19
K++βα (g)
∗ = K++αβ (g)
−1 (3.18)
For g positive, the property (3.17) can be used to show that group composition of SL(2,R)
implies
K++αβ (g)
−1 = K++αβ (g
−1), g ∈ SL+(2,R), (3.19)
and hence:20
K++αβ (g)
∗ = K++βα (g
−1), g ∈ SL+(2,R) (3.20)
Using (3.17), one furthermore proves that the following property holds:
K++(h) ·K++(g) = K++(h · g), h ∈ SL+(2,R), g ∈ SL(2,R) (3.21)
for any g ∈ SL(2,R). Putting the pieces together we get
TrK++(Uλg) ·K++(g)∗ = TrK++(Uλ) = χ+k (Uλ). (3.22)
Hence the propagator on the SL+(2,R) manifold becomes:
Z+(β, λ) =
∫
dk ρ(k)χ+k (Uλ) e
−βCk . (3.23)
Notice that we recover the fact that the SL+(2,R) manifold is homogeneous, simply because
the SL(2,R) manifold is.
Let’s now give an explicit expression of the characters, exploiting its embedding within
SL(2,R). The SL(2,R) character χk(Uλ) = TrK++(Uλ) + TrK−−(Uλ) Using formulas (9)
19This is explicitly demonstrated in Appendix H.2.
20Notice here that it is crucial that SL+(2,R) is not just a semigroup, but a subsemigroup of SL(2,R). In
particular the embedding of SL(2,R) allows us to give meaning to g−1 for g positive. Elements of SL+(2,R)
do have an inverse, but it lies outside of SL+(2,R).
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and (10) on p358 of [70] one finds K−−(λ) = K++(λ), and hence χk(Uλ) = 2χ+k (Uλ).
21 The
net factor 2 is irrelevant and the appropriate finite characters for SL(2,R) are22
χ+k (Uλ) = cos 2pikλ. (3.27)
Equation (3.23) can then be written more explicitly as:
Z+(β, λ) =
∫ +∞
0
dk k sinh 2pik cos 2pikλ e−βk
2
. (3.28)
The vacuum character on the other hand is the Plancherel measure by (2.26):
χ+k (1) = ρ(k) = k sinh 2pik. (3.29)
So the partition function of a particle on SL+(2,R) is:
Z+(β) =
∫ +∞
0
dk (k sinh 2pik)2 e−βk
2
. (3.30)
Correlation Functions
We can now use the methodology of [36] to calculate a generic SL+(2,R) disk correlation
function, decomposing the full amplitude into propagators and 3j-symbols.23 This decom-
position can also be appreciated by starting solely with the boundary theory and realizing
that this immediately gives a particular bulk slicing of the amplitude, the coset slicing. We
provide details on this argument in Appendix A.1.
21In fact we can use [70] to prove a more generic property. The general character of SL(2,R) can be
rewritten as:
χµ(g) = χ
+
µ (g) + χ
+
µ (e · g · e), g ∈ SL+(2,R), (3.24)
with e = diag(−1, 1). The action of e on wavefunctions fµ(x) defined on the positive axis is: e · fµ(x) =
fµ(−x), effectively mapping R+ to R− and K++ to K−−. Explicitly for the relevant wavefunctions we
obtain 〈−x|s〉 = epis 〈x|s〉 and 〈s|−x〉 = e−pis 〈s|x〉 where we used −1 = eipi since we cannot go through the
branch cut. Writing the character as χ+µ (e · g · e) =
∫
ds 〈s| e · g · e |s〉, inserting a completeness relation in
the x-basis and using the above properties one finds that
χ+µ (e · g · e) = χ+µ (g). (3.25)
Using this in (3.24) and again dropping an irrelevant factor 2 we obtain
χµ(g) = χ
+
µ (g), (3.26)
for all positive g.
22See Appendix D.4.
23This deconstruction is of similar spirit as that of higher genus string amplitudes into tubes and three-
holed spheres.
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By (3.7), a complete set of states of SL+(2,R) BF theory is given by the semigroup ele-
ment states |g〉 with g ∈ SL+(2,R) resulting in the resolution of the identity:
1 =
∫
SL+(2,R)
dg |g〉 〈g| . (3.31)
Amplitudes of SL+(2,R) BF including several Wilson line insertions can be constructed
as usual by cutting the manifold into disk-shaped regions, inserting completeness relations
(3.31) on the edges of the regions, calculating the amplitude for each disk-like region with
fixed gi on the boundaries, and then gluing the disk back together including the external
Wilson lines by performing integrals over gi of the type:∫
dg K++s1s4(g)K
++
s2s5
(g)K++s3s6(g)
∗ =
(
µ1 µ2 µ3
s1 s2 s3
)(
µ1 µ2 µ3
s4 s5 s6
)
, (3.32)
where we used the crucial property (3.20). On the right hand side one recognizes the vertex
functions of interest as the SL+(2,R) (hyperbolic) 3j symbols.
There is still the question of mathematical consistency of this calculation to be answered.
For SL+(2,R), within each disk-like region, the calculation only works as explained around
(3.15) if the disk can be written as Hamiltonian propagation from positive group elements to
other positive group elements.24 Positivity of a group element along a certain line requires
the choice of an orientation on this line. As illustrated for example in Figure 5, this is
accomplished by choosing a set of oriented Cauchy surfaces within the disk.
3.5 Constrained Asymptotic States
The Schwarzian theory dual to JT gravity on a disk, can be viewed as quantum mechanics
on a particular coset of SL+(2,R), inherited from the coset constraints to obtain 2d Liouville
CFT from SL(2,R) WZW CFT [72, 73, 74]. It is instructive to see that we can obtain the
JT disk amplitudes from this coset construction using the results of section 2.3.
Explicitly, gravitational disk wavefunctions are associated with the parabolic state |i+〉 de-
fined in Appendix H to satisfy J+ |i+〉 = i |i+〉 [36, 74]. In terms of functions f on SL+(2,R),
the condition is
f(g · h+(γ)) = e−γf(g), ∀γ ∈ R+, g ∈ SL+(2,R). (3.33)
Unlike in section 2, this does not define functions invariant under some subgroup; rather
covariant functions are studied. This modification does not alter any of the results of section
24Otherwise SL(2,R) representation theory is required in contradiction with the ansatz that a consistent
truncation to SL+(2,R) BF theory exists.
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Figure 5: We evolve a set of oriented Cauchy slices (black) through the disk. In this way, an
orientation is associated to each of the boundaries of the smaller disks (blue) that allows for
an SL+(2,R) BF calculation in each of these disks. The black dot represents the horizon.
2 though. The JT disk partition function is hence calculated in the angular slicing of Figure
1 middle as (2.20):
Z(β) =
∫
dk
∫ +∞
−∞
ds φkis(g)φ
k
is(g)
∗e−βk
2
, (3.34)
with
φkis(g) =
√
k sinh 2pikRis(g), (3.35)
a basis for the gravitational coset. Indeed, the functions Rs′s(g) = 〈s′| g |s〉 are complete in
L2(SL+(2,R)). Of these, only those linear combinations of the form
|i+〉 =
∫ +∞
−∞
ds 〈s| i+〉 |s〉 , (3.36)
fulfill the gravitational constraints (3.33). The Hilbert space can be written in the form:
H =
{
|k, s, i〉 , s ∈ R, J+ |k, i〉 = i |k, i〉
}
(3.37)
or in the dual group basis as the states |φ, γ−〉. The Schwarzian states |k, i, i〉 respectively
|φ〉 used in [49, 36, 20, 24] live on the defect slices of Figure 1 left.
4 Edge States of BF Theory
Next, we will explain the precise nature of the edge degrees of freedom in Jackiw-Teitelboim
gravity that appear at entangling surfaces (or black hole horizons). To obtain these edge
dynamics we follow the logic of [40].
As earlier, we start by focusing on compact BF theory; the generalization to JT gravity
becomes straightforward with the previous section in mind.
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4.1 Edge Dynamics from the Path Integral
The correct way to split the BF Lorentzian path integral of a surface Σ in two pieces L and
R proceeds by introducing a functional delta constraint as in [40] (Figure 6):
gL gR
UlL UlR
Figure 6: Gluing two BF sectors along one boundary in terms of two particle-on-a-group
models gL and gR.
∫
[DALDAR]
vol G
[DχLDχR] exp (iS[AL, χL]) δ(AL − AR|bdy)δ(χL − χR|bdy) exp(iS[AR, χR]).
(4.1)
Integrating out χL and χR, forces the connections to be flat in the bulk of L and R and the
path integral over AL (and AR) is reduced to a path integral over independent boundary
group element configurations on all boundaries of Σ as well as on the gluing boundaries.25
The path integral over A in general also includes an integral over holonomies
∫
A = Uλ
along the gluing boundary. For example, if L is a disk, the holonomy is fixed, but if L is an
annulus, the holonomy is an additional degree of freedom to be integrated over.
Explicitly, localization on flat connections results in AL|bdy = dgL g−1L + λL and AR|bdy =
dgR g
−1
R + λR. In the path integral (4.1), the functional delta becomes:
δ(AL − AR|bdy) = δ
(
dgL g
−1
L − dgR g−1R
)
δ(λL − λR), (4.2)
and two twisted particle on a group actions pop up associated with the gluing surface (one
for L and one for R). The action on the left boundary, is minus the right one, as the
orientation of the boundary surface in L respectively R is opposite.26 As a result, the two
25Depending on the topology there may or may not also be an integral over topologically nontrivial flat
connections.
26This descends from the parity transformation on the Chern-Simons action taking k → −k to flip the
orientation.
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actions cancel when we enforce the functional delta constraints and set λR = λL ≡ λ:27
. . .
∫
[DgL][DgR]
vol G∂
exp (iS[gL, λ]) δ(gL − gR) exp (−iS[gR, λ]) . . . = . . .
∫
[Dg]
vol G∂
. . .
= . . . 1 . . . . (4.5)
The dots represent the other degrees of freedom in L and R that are irrelevant for this
argument. This procedure consistently glues the submanifolds together.
Notice that the argument of the functional delta in (4.2) is just the current density on
the boundary, so it can be read as δ(JL−JR). The theory associated with the submanifold
R only is obtained from (4.5) as in [40] by dropping all reference to L:
ZR =
∫
dλR
∫
[DgR] exp (iS[gR, λR]) =
∫
[DJR]
∫
At|bdy=χ|bdy=JR
[DAR][DχR] exp(iS[AR, χR]).
(4.6)
As shown by the second equality, this formula can be interpreted as the path integral on
the right manifold sourced by a boundary current JR, including an additional path integral
over the boundary charges JR to account for the edge degrees of freedom, in the spirit of
[40]. In canonical language, this means there is an extended Hilbert space that accounts
for edge states on the dividing surface. The gluing condition δ(JL − JR) acts as a Gupta-
Bleuler constraint that extracts the physical subsector from the extended Hilbert space.28
The path-integral over JL = JR glues the manifolds together.
4.2 Two-Boundary Models
As an application of the above, and as a preparation for the gravity case, we will show how
to split a spatial interval in two pieces.
Consider first the BF model on a Lorentzian strip I. The Euclidean configuration associated
with this setup is I × S1 with two circular boundaries that break topological invariance.
This manifests itself as the dependence of the path integral on a choice of metric / einbein
on the boundary curves, through its circumferences βL respectively βR (Figure 7). Flatness
of F = 0 implies A = dgg−1 + λ where λ is an unspecified holonomy: the time circle is not
27The final equality uses that ZS2 = 1. There are several ways to argue for this. Performing the double-
scaling large k limit on the Chern-Simons partition function on S2 × S1 is trivial since [75]
ZCS(S2 × S1) = 1. (4.3)
Alternatively, the volume of the moduli space of flat gauge connections on S2 is trivial:∫
[Dχ] [DAµ]
vol G
eiSBF =
∫
[Dg]
vol G∂
= 1, (4.4)
since there is only 1 gauge orbit on S2.
28See [45] for similar statements on edge states in CS.
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contractable hence λ is a physical degree of freedom of the theory to be integrated over. Via
the usual argument, the action for this configuration only depends on large values of g.29
We obtain the path integral for this configuration as:
Z =
∫
[DA][DΦ]e−S[A,Φ] =
∑
λ
∫
[DgL][DgR]e−S[gL,λ]−S[gR,λ]. (4.7)
This could have been obtained along the lines of (4.6) by cutting a tubular neighbourhood
out of some generic manifold. The result of this Euclidean path integral is:
a bR bR
...
...
a bRa
Figure 7: Left: Hilbert space of BF on I. Middle: Thermal Cylinder. Right: Thermal disk
obtained by shrinking the left boundary by redshift.
Z(βL, βR) =
∫
dλZ(βL, λ)Z(βR, λ), (4.8)
where one recognizes the twisted particle on a group partition functions (2.6).30 Writing
this out using orthogonality of the finite characters31∑
λ
χR(Uλ)χR′(Uλ)
∗ = δR,R′ , (4.9)
this becomes (Figure 8):
Z(βL, βR) =
∑
R
(
dimRe−βLCR
) (
dimRe−βRCR
)
. (4.10)
Two interesting limits are the thermal cylinder where we take βL = βR and the disk obtained
by βL = 0. They are shown in Figure 7.
29Bulk profiles of g are redundant. In particular, g|∂ , with two disconnected boundary components in
this scenario.
30We provide a more technical account on gluing the disks together, emphasizing the path integration
space, in Appendix D.1.
31This is the classical limit k →∞ of S-matrix unitarity in 2d CFT.
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a
bR
Ul
a
b
R
Ul
Figure 8: Left: Annulus. Right: Closing of the inner hole to form a disk.
For the thermal case, (4.10) implies that the spectrum of the theory consists of the states
|R, a, b〉 ≡ |R, a〉⊗ |R, b〉 and the Hamiltonian is HL +HR. Due to the Peter-Weyl theorem,
the Hilbert space of 2d BF on an interval is indeed given by these states, to be interpreted
as open strings with one endpoint on each boundary (Figure 7 left).
The latter case βL = 0 comes into play when constructing the thermofield double from
the Rindler Hilbert space or equivalently when computing vacuum entanglement entropy
of an interval with an adjacent interval. As shown by the modular flow in Figure 9, the
particle on a group on the inner boundary is frozen and does not contribute to the modular
Hamiltonian: K = βHR. We recover the disk amplitude:
cRa b
Figure 9: Splitting an interval in two pieces using the modular Hamiltonian.
Z(β) =
∑
λ
ZL(0, λ)ZR(β, λ) =
∑
R
(dimR)2 e−βCR , (4.11)
which includes a sum over edge modes, and is comparable to (4.6). The edge degrees of
freedom associated with the horizon or inner boundary are identified as the states |R, a〉.
The precise microstate |R, a〉 contributes zero energy and does not affect any of the bulk
observations a right-observer would perform, which translates to the fact that the correla-
tion functions in a pure microstate |R, a〉 ⊗ HR are independent of a.
Formula (4.11) is a consistency check: including the correct edge degrees of freedom to
a one-sided theory ensures that the trace in the Rindler Hilbert space equals the thermal
disk path integral. Graphically, summing over edge degrees of freedom a stuffs the hole in
the annulus (Figures 7 and 8 right). This proves the claims made around (2.15). From the
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above we can directly purify the density matrix to re-obtain the thermofield double state:
|TFD〉 =
∑
R,a,b
e−
β
2
CR |R, a, b〉 ⊗ |R, a, b〉 . (4.12)
The conclusion here is that whereas (2.11) and (4.12) describe the same state, only the latter
makes manifest the factorization of the theory, as it can be directly read as a purification of
the Rindler thermal density matrix, which crucially includes an edge sector on the horizon.
5 Edge States of JT Gravity
In this section we generalize the BF discussion of the previous section to JT gravity. We
consider two different two-boundary models. There is a distinction to be made between a
holographic boundary, where gravitational constraints are to be imposed, and entanglement
boundaries where no such constraints are imposed.
First we discuss a configuration with two holographic boundaries. After that, we con-
sider one holographic boundary and one entangling boundary, which describes a one-sided
black hole configuration.
5.1 Wormhole States
Consider first Jackiw-Teitelboim gravity between two holographic (Schwarzian) boundaries,
L and R, on which the gravitational boundary conditions are to be enforced [76, 77, 78, 36]:
A|∂M = iJ− −
T (τ)
2
iJ+, (5.1)
in terms of a dynamical function T (τ) and the generators (G.2). These boundary conditions
act by constraining the boundary theory from a particle on SL+(2,R) to the Schwarzian
theory (Figure 10) [36], in terms of the time reparametrizations fL and fR of the left-
respectively right holographic boundary, defined as:
TL,R(τ) ≡
{
tanh
pi
βL,R
λfL,R(τ), τ
}
. (5.2)
The Hilbert space of this gravitational coset system is of the form |k, i, i〉, as we will demon-
strate.
The thermal path integral for this configuration is the analogue of (4.7) and includes an
integral over conjugacy class elements (or orbits) λ:
Z(βL, βR) =
∫
dλ
∫
[DfL]e−S[fL,λ]
∫
[DfR]e−S[fR,λ]
=
∫
dλZ(βL, λ)Z(βR, λ), (5.3)
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Figure 10: Hilbert space of JT gravity with two Schwarzian (holographic) boundaries.
In path integral language, the degrees of freedom are given by separate left and right
reparametrizations fL(τ) and fR(τ).
with the twisted Schwarzian action
S[f, λ] = −1
2
∫ β
0
dτ
{
tanh
(
pi
β
λf(τ)
)
, τ
}
= −1
2
∫ β
0
dτ
(
{f, τ} − 2pi
2
β2
λ2f˙ 2
)
, (5.4)
where f(τ + β) = f(τ) + β, and the twisted Schwarzian partition function [39, 24]:
Z(β, λ) =
∫ +∞
0
dk S kλ e
−βk2 . (5.5)
Explicitly to derive this one simply takes the Schwarzian double-scaling limit of a Virasoro
character χλ(τ) [39, 24].
32 The Virasoro modular S-matrices in this limit are given by
S kλ = cos 2piλk, (5.6)
S k0 = k sinh 2pik. (5.7)
Using S-matrix unitarity∫
dλS λk S
k′
λ =
∫ +∞
0
dλ cos 2pikλ cos 2pik′λ =
1
4
δ(k − k′), (5.8)
(5.3) is rewritten into a form that makes manifest the content of the Hilbert space of the
theory:
Z(βL, βR) =
∫ +∞
0
dk e−k
2(βL+βR) (5.9)
We deduce that only the constrained states |k, i, i〉 make up the Hilbert space of this theory.
We will call these the wormhole states of JT gravity.
The states in this Hilbert space are labeled in the same way as in the defect channel slicing
of Figure 1 left and as in the Hilbert space of a single Schwarzian theory [24]; as in each of
these scenarios we are considering a Cauchy surface connecting two constrained boundaries
(Figure 10).
32This can be interpreted as the Schwarzian limit of a brane system in 2d Liouville CFT with one FZZT
and one ZZ brane for λ 6= 0, or a ZZ-ZZ system for λ = 0.
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5.2 Black Hole States
The question arises how Jackiw-Teitelboim gravity behaves away from the asymptotic
boundary. Does it behave as an unconstrained SL+(2,R) BF theory or does it still feel
the constraints? In particular, when cutting a manifold in the sense of (4.5), do we get
Schwarzian actions on the gluing boundaries or particle on SL+(2,R) actions?
For cosets in section 2.3, we found that interior regions are insensitive to the constraints
and behave as if they are part of the parent G theory. We provided arguments in section
3.5 that the gravitational theory should be viewed as a specific example of a coset model.
This suggests the edge dynamics of JT on a gluing surface is that of a particle on SL+(2,R).
Following the logic around Figure 9, the edge theory is frozen on the horizon. Using the
twisted SL+(2,R) partition function Z+(β, λ) from (3.23), we can write:
Z(β) =
∫
dλZ+(0, λ)Z(β, λ). (5.10)
The finite characters of SL+(2,R) (3.25) are χ+k (Uλ) = cos 2pikλ. Notice that these are
identical to the classical b→ 0 limit of the Virasoro S-matrix (5.6) appearing in Z(β, λ).33
This means we can use SL+(2,R) character orthogonality to rewrite (5.10) as:
Z(β) =
∫ +∞
0
dk
(
k sinh 2pik
)(
e−βk
2
)
= Tr e−βH . (5.12)
From this one finds the spectrum of states as |k, s, i〉 ≡ |k, s〉 ⊗ |k, i〉, with s a hyperbolic
SL+(2,R) label as introduced in Appendix H. The result (5.12) is the JT disk amplitude
(5.5), proving that we have included precisely the correct edge states by postulating a
particle on SL+(2,R) lives on the entangling surface.34
In the context of Section 2.2, this is just the statement that an SL+(2,R) representation
matrix factorizes using its defining property as
Rkii(g1 · g2) =
∫
dsRkis(g1)R
k
si(g2), (5.13)
hence
|k, i, i〉 = 1√
V k sinh 2pik
∫
ds |k, i, s〉 ⊗ |k, i, s〉 . (5.14)
33What we have proven here is a non-compact generalization of a well-known result. Consider the modular
S-matrices associated to two compact groups G and G/H for G and H compact. It is an elementary result
that these are identical SG = SG/H . In particular this carries through in the classical double-scaling k →∞
limit to:
χGR(U) = χ
G/H
R (U) (5.11)
34Including a frozen Schwarzian on the horizon, we would end up with Z(β) =
∫
dk e−βk
2
. This is not
the JT disk amplitude so edge degrees of freedom would not have been taken into account correctly.
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So the Hartle-Hawking calculation already illustrates the edge states should be the states
|k, s〉, and this is confirmed by (5.12).35
From (5.12) we can directly write down the purification of the thermal ensemble:36
|TFD〉 = 1√
V
∫ +∞
0
dk
∫ +∞
−∞
ds e−
β
2
k2 |k, s, i〉 ⊗ |k, s, i〉 . (5.16)
This is the sense in which we can think of JT gravity states as factorizing across surfaces.
The Von Neumann entropy of the thermal state was calculated in [20] and gives the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy in the limit where the bulk is classical. In writing (5.16),
we have pinpointed the gravitational states responsible for this entropy, so the conclusion
is that the states |k, s〉 ⊗ |k, i〉 can be interpreted as black hole states or one-sided states of
JT gravity.
It has been argued [49] that JT gravity does not factorize across a horizon, and this factor-
ization problem can be decomposed into several subproblems.
• Firstly, gravity experiences non-local constraints that hamper a direct factorization
across a surface. This happens in much the same way as Maxwell theory with its
Gauss-law constraint. For Maxwell however, it is well-known how to address this issue:
one introduces an extended Hilbert space and gluing condition, basically allowing
Wilson lines to split across the surface.37 The price to pay is the introduction of edge
degrees of freedom, charges in the Maxwell case. Since JT was written in terms of a
(non-Abelian) gauge theory, we have provided here the analogue of this argument for
JT gravity.
• These additional horizon degrees of freedom, captured by the s-index in (5.16), are
not represented at the holographic boundary.38 This is a rephrasing of the statement
35To distill the volume prefactor V that properly normalizes |k, i, i〉, a more careful treatment is needed
relating finite-volume regularization to delta regularization in this context. This is performed in appendix
C. Relatedly, the trace over these hyperbolic labels also includes an additional volume factor:
Tr(. . .) =
∫ ∞
0
dk
V
∫ ∞
−∞
ds 〈k, s, i| (. . . ) |k, s, i〉 . (5.15)
These volume factors can all be traced back to the SL(2,R) modding in the symplectic Schwarzian path
integral. It is intrinsic to all BF-theories (and their 3d Chern-Simons ancestors): a similar G-modding
appears in that context for the particle on group (2.4) path integral, and the TFD (4.12) secretly has a
similar 1/
√
Vol G as (5.16). The appearance of these volume factors have been subject to critique [25, 49],
hindering a genuine Hilbert space interpretation of such symplectic path integrals.
36Its norm is indeed the Schwarzian partition function Z, when using δ(k−k) = VC and dim k = VVC ρ(k),
as explained in more detail in appendix C.
37See for example [43, 47].
38Given the degree of freedom f , one has no information whatsoever on the precise microstate underlying
this state. Relatedly, it was observed in [79] that the pure states in SYK are all described by the same
Schwarzian action and no distinction can be made between them within this low-energy regime.
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that Schwarzian dynamics is capturing thermodynamics, not microphysics. That these
horizon degrees of freedom are not localized on the asymptotic boundary, illustrates
that this is indeed not a microscopic realization of the AdS/CFT correspondence.
• As mentioned in the introduction, JT gravity (1.1) does not capture the extremal (or
zero-temperature) entropy S0 of some parent microscopic theory.
39 Strictly speaking,
such factors hamper a direct Hilbert space interpretation of the symplectic thermal
path integrals. The volume factors V that we tracked in the above formulas can be
treated in the same vein, and interpreted as contributions to S0, similarly to the way
it worked for the BF model with compact group.
Furthermore, the spectrum is continuous so no discrete microstates (as in e.g. the
D1-D5 system) exist. Formula (5.16) and its interpretation should be read taking into
account these caveats: we have found a description of the states that yield the black
hole entropy, but there is no hope for a genuine discrete counting problem within
JT gravity, as is expected from the very get-go for such pure gravity theories, see
also [80]. Upon embedding within a full-fledged holographic UV theory, these horizon
states s are expected to be the IR-limit of the dynamical and fundamental degrees of
freedom, with gauge theory and gravity emerging from these more microscopic degrees
of freedom [81].40
Using (5.14) we can rewrite the TFD state of JT gravity (5.16) in terms of wormhole states
as:
|TFD〉 =
∫ +∞
0
dk
√
k sinh 2pik e−
β
2
k2 |k, i, i〉 . (5.17)
This is the form that appeared in the literature [49, 20], where factorization is not manifest.41
6 Two-Boundary Correlation Functions
Let us return to the situation with two asymptotic boundaries discussed in section 5.1. In
this setup, we encounter a new type of Wilson line operators with endpoints on different
39In case of integral eS0 , one can incorporate this in principle by adding an additional (energy-independent)
degeneracy eS0 label to each state.
40A wormhole-threading Wilson line is only factorizable upon introducing horizon degrees of freedom in
such a way that in the low-energy effective field theory, this replacement makes no difference for correlation
functions. However, one has access to all possible horizon charges to facilitate this with no information for
the low-energy observer on which charge was actually used: these can be thought of as labeling the different
states that count the entropy.
41Projecting it onto a g-eigenstate, one writes:
〈g = ϕ| TFD〉 =
∫
dk k sinh 2pik Rk,00(ϕ) e
− β2 k2 =
∫
dk k sinh 2pik eϕK2ik(e
ϕ) e−
β
2 k
2
. (5.18)
The group variable ϕ = −d can be geometrically interpreted as a bulk length parameter between both sides,
as shown in [29]. This is a direct geometric interpretation of the abstract group variable.
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boundaries.42 In the dual boundary theory one is led to studying correlators of the type:∫ +∞
0
dλ
∫
[DfL][DfR]O`λ,LR(τ1, τ2) . . . e−S[f
L,λ]−S[fR,λ] (6.1)
for one or more bilocal operators connecting both boundaries O`λ,LR(τ1, τ2). In the BF
formulation of JT gravity this is easy. But let us first give a more precise holographic
expression for the bulk crossing Wilson line O`λ,LR(τ1, τ2). After integrating out χ, we find:
Pe
∫ zf
zi
A(z)dz −→
(
F˙ L(τ1)F˙ R(τ2)
(F L(τ1)− F R(τ2))2
)`
(6.2)
where {F L,R, τ} = TL,R(τ), for possibly different time reparametrizations F L and F R at the
endpoints. The proof can be found in Appendix I.43 Performing a final reparameterization
to the variables used in the action (5.4) F L,R = tanh
(
pi
βLR
λfL,R
)
, we find:
O`λ,LR(τ1, τ2) =
 f˙L(τ1)f˙R(τ2)
sinh
(
piλ
(
fL(τ1)
βL
− fR(τ2)
βR
))2

`
. (6.3)
Let us emphasize that the two asymptotic boundary model discussed here is very different
from the TFD. The model, unlike the TFD, has two independent clocks fL and fR running
on each of its boundaries, reflected in the separate temperatures βL and βR.
44
Symmetries of the model (6.1) include independent time shifts fL(τ)→ fL(τ+a1), fR(τ)→
fR(τ + a2) on both boundaries. The independence of both boundary times shows that the
amplitude for a single such bulk crossing Wilson line will be time-independent: the time tL
of an incoming pulse in the L system learns the L observer nothing about the time tR at
which the pulse left the R system.
As an application of the BF perspective on JT gravity let us write down two single Wilson
42Such operators are SL(2,R) covariant under SL(2,R)L or SL(2,R)R separately, but invariant under only
the diagonal combination. W.r.t. each boundary, these operators are of the form of those discussed in
Appendix D of [24], which were analyzed in terms of KZ equations.
43In earlier work [36], we demonstrated this for a Wilson line with both endpoints on the same boundary
(with hence F L = FR), where the Wilson line could be deformed to lie entirely within the boundary. This
proof no longer holds for bulk-crossing Wilson lines, or for Wilson lines encircling punctures such as those
discussed in Appendix A of [36].
44The annulus amplitude contains two separate boundary theories at finite temperature simultaneously,
whereas the TFD configuration is only thermal upon tracing out half of the theory. The two sides of the
TFD state are mirror images of one another and hence it takes as many degrees of freedom to describe the
dynamical clock for a TFD configuration than for a single-sided configuration.
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line correlation functions in this model.
`s
s
i
i
k
βLβR
k2
i
i
i
i
k1
`
βLβR (6.4)
Taking a particle on SL+(2,R) on the inner boundary, we find the correlator for a single
bilocal straddling the annulus:
〈O`LR(τL, τR)〉 = 1Z
∫
dkk sinh 2pik
∫
ds
(
k ` k
i 0 i
)(
k ` k
s 0 s
)
e−k
2(βL+βR) = δ`,0. (6.5)
The special case of βL = 0 can be interpreted as a Wilson line stretching from the holographic
boundary to the black hole horizon, the fact that the resulting amplitude vanishes is a
manifestation of the fact that bulk operators do not couple to horizon degrees of freedom
[47, 40]. Taking the inner boundary to be the Schwarzian instead, we find:45
〈O`LR(τL, τR)〉 = 1Z
∫
dkk sinh 2pik
Γ(`)2Γ(`± 2ik)
Γ(2`)
e−k
2(βL+βR), (6.7)
the numerator indeed reduces to (5.9) in the `→ 0 limit. Continuing to real-time is trivial
and in terms of the time-ordered and anti-time-ordered two-point correlators G±` (tL, tR) ≡〈
O`,±LR (tL, tR)
〉
, one readily has:
G+` (tL, tR)−G−` (tL, tR) =
〈[O`L(tL),O`R(tR)]〉 = 0. (6.8)
The dual spacetime is connected since the correlator (6.7) is non-zero, but no communica-
tion can occur between both boundaries.
Similarly, a Wilson line correlator with both endpoints on the same boundary, taking again
SL+(2,R) on the inner boundary, is:
〈O`(τ1, τ2)〉 = 1
Z
∫
dk21 sinh 2pik1
∫
dk22 sinh 2pik2
(
k1 ` k2
i 0 i
)2
e−k
2
1(βL+βR−τ21)e−k
2
2τ21 .
(6.9)
45We used the known expression for the Schwarzian 3j-symbol:(
k ` k
i 0 i
)2
=
Γ(`)2Γ(`± 2ik)
Γ(2`)
. (6.6)
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Taking the infinite redshift βL → 0 limit, the result is the same as the Schwarzian disk
computation, demonstrating exterior observables are insensitive to the precise microphysics
in the edge sector. This conclusion is readily generalized to arbitrary correlation functions,
and is qualitatively the same conclusion as that obtained in dynamical theories such as
Maxwell in arbitrary dimensions [47]. Taking instead a Schwarzian to live on the inner
boundary, one finds
〈O`(τ1, τ2)〉 = 1
Z
∫
dk1
∫
dk2k2 sinh 2pik2
Γ(`± ik1 ± ik2)
Γ(2`)
e−k
2
1(βL+βR−τ21)e−k
2
2τ21 . (6.10)
These kinds of computations can be readily generalized to multi-boundary Euclidean JT
configurations, we provide an example in Appendix E.
A Liouville Perspective
We demonstrate here that as an alternative to the BF calculations, JT correlators of the
type (6.1) can alternatively be obtained by taking the Schwarzian double-scaling limit of
Liouville CFT on a torus surface. Insertions of Liouville primary vertex operators then cor-
respond to the Schwarzian wormhole-crossing bilocals (6.3). This is a direct generalization
of the argument used in [24, 39] where Schwarzian disk correlators were obtained by taking
the Schwarzian double-scaling limit on Liouville on the cylinder between ZZ-branes.
The Liouville torus partition function is well-known [82]:
Z(τ) = Vφ
∫ +∞
0
dP |χP (τ)|2 , χP (τ) = q
P 2
η(τ)
, q = e2piiτ , (6.11)
and is identical to that of a 2d free boson due to the KPZ scaling law [83].46 It famously
contains only the continuous Virasoro primaries at
h = Q2/4 + P 2, P ∈ R+, Q = b+ b−1, c = 1 + 6Q2, (6.12)
with the vacuum h = 0 being left out, a well-known argument against a gravity dual of
Liouville CFT. It is modular invariant since∫ +∞
0
dP S PP1 S
P2
P =
∫ +∞
0
dP cos(4piPP1) cos(4piPP2) =
1
2
δ(P1 − P2). (6.13)
46The volume factor Vφ is interpreted as the length of the φ-direction, when interpreting Liouville theory
as the target space in string theory. We drop it here for convenience, but it can be tracked more carefully
as the zero-mode twist of the fields fL and fR introduced in (6.16). It can equally be explained in the
Schwarzian limit by the precise gluing measure one uses when gluing disks together. We explore this further
in Appendix D.3.
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We will reproduce this partition function (6.11) from the Liouville path integral perspective,
by deconstructing it into Virasoro coadjoint orbits. Consider the phase space Liouville path
integral on the torus surface:
Z(τ) =
∫
[Dφ] [Dpiφ] e
∫
dt
∫
dσ(ipiφφ˙−H(φ,piφ)), (6.14)
with the Liouville Hamiltonian:
H(φ, piφ) = 1
8pib2
(
pi2φ
2
+
φ2σ
2
+ eφ
)
. (6.15)
We perform the following field redefinition from (φ, piφ) into (f
L, fR):47
eφ = −2 f
L′fR
′
sinh
(
fL−fR
2
)2 , (6.16)
piφ =
fL
′′
fL′
− f
R′′
fR′
− coth
(
fL − fR
2
)
(fL
′
+ fR
′
), (6.17)
in terms of fields fL and fR, which are quasiperiodic in the sense:
fL(σ + 2pi, t) = fL(σ, t) + 2piλ, fR(σ + 2pi, t) = fR(σ, t) + 2piλ, (6.18)
with λ labeling orbits or conjugacy class elements.48 The path integral over φ and piφ is
replaced by a path integral over fL and fR as well as an integral over λ, since λ labels
physically inequivalent configurations:∫
[Dφ] [Dpiφ] →
∫
[DfL] [DfR]
∫ +∞
0
dλ, (6.19)
with the unit measure on the space of conjugacy class elements (see Appendix D.4). The
Jacobian in this transformation follows from the Pfaffian of the symplectic form. It was com-
puted in this setup explicitly in [39] and will not be written explicitly here. The Hamiltonian
(6.15) is transformed into:49
H = − c
24pi
{
tanh
fL
2
, σ
}
− c
24pi
{
tanh
fR
2
, σ
}
. (6.20)
47This is a slight variant of the one first introduced by Gervais and Neveu in a canonical framework
[84, 85, 86, 87], see also [88, 39]. Notation: f ′ ≡ ∂σf .
48One can appreciate the appearance of this extra parameter λ by noting that (6.16) and (6.17) describe
periodic Liouville fields φ and piφ for any value of λ. This parameter should hence be included in the phase
space description of the theory. This is analogous to what happens in compact WZW theories [89, 39, 88].
49There is a renormalization effect here that should be found by treating the Liouville determinant more
carefully. We have effectively set c = 6/b2, which is the classical result. Tracking this effect more carefully
will not bother us here, as we are interested in the Schwarzian double scaling limit that includes c→ +∞.
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Rescaling the fields as fL → λfL and fR → λfR, one finds that the Liouville path integral
(6.11) decomposes into a diagonal sum (integral) over coadjoint orbit actions:50
Z(τ) =
∫ +∞
0
dλ
∫
I
[DfL] [DfR] e−S[fL]−S[fR], (6.22)
with [90, 91]
S[f ] =
∫
dt
∫ pi
−pi
dσ
(
i
[
c
48pi
f˙
f ′
(
f ′′′
f ′
− 2
(
f ′′
f ′
)2)
− b0f˙f ′
]
− c
12pi
{
tanh
λf
2
, σ
})
,
(6.23)
and the orbit parameter b0 =
(
2pi
β
c
24pi
λ
)2
.
In the double-scaling Schwarzian limit of interest, one takes the central charge c ∼ 1/b →
+∞ along with the circumference in the t-direction to go to zero, keeping the product fixed
(for more details see [24, 39]). This eliminates the piφφ˙ term in the action (the term in square
brackets in (6.23)), and leaves only the Hamiltonian (6.20). Setting σ → τ , this reduces
precisely to (5.3).51 It furthermore follows that the field redefinition (6.16) maps Liouville
vertex operators e2`φ to Wilson lines stretched between the two asymptotic boundaries (6.3).
We conclude that the Schwarzian limit of Liouville torus correlation functions compute cor-
relation functions of the type (6.1). The two Schwarzian sectors interact indirectly through
modular invariance of the torus, and directly by bilocal operator insertions (Figure 11).
An immediate check is on the partition function itself. The Liouville torus partition function
(6.11) reduces to the JT gravity partition function (5.9) in the Schwarzian limit.52
For the correlation function (6.7), one can use the q → 0 Schwarzian double-scaling limit of
the torus conformal block expansion of the one-point function (V`(z, z¯) = e
2`φ) [92, 93, 94]:
〈V`〉τ =
∑
primaries
〈hs|V` |hs〉 |Fs(q)|2 , hs = Q2/4 + P 2s , q = e2piiτ
=
∫
dPs
2i
∣∣∣q−P 2s /4η(q)−1HPs,`(q)∣∣∣2C(−Ps, `, Ps) (6.24)
50There is a common U(1) redundancy in the field redefinition (6.16) and (6.17), fL,R → fL,R + α, so the
integration space is
I =
diffS1L ⊗ diffS1R
U(1)
. (6.21)
51In [39], this system was studied between ZZ-branes. The latter are dealt with with the doubling trick,
combining the fL- and fR- degrees of freedom into a single periodic field F , directly reproducing the Virasoro
vacuum character. Changing branes amounts to changing the character to any Liouville primary of interest.
52Note that the absence of the sinh-measure here is in direct unison with the flat measure on Liouville
theory itself.
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Figure 11: Left: Liouville torus one-point function. Right: In the double scaling limit
we end up with two Schwarzian-like systems, one from the holomorphic and one from the
anti-holomorphic sector. They interact through the integral over λ and operator insertions.
As in [24], setting Ps = bks, the block HPs,`(q) reduces in this limit to the primary propaga-
tion and the DOZZ coefficient C(−Ps, `, Ps) then precisely yields (6.7). The independence
of the correlator on the bilocal times τ1 and τ2 originates in this language from the in-
dependence on the location of the Liouville primary vertex operator V`. Generalizations
to multiple such insertions is then straightforward using Liouville techniques by inserting
complete sets of Liouville states and reducing all conformal blocks to primary propagation
as in [24]. Within our choice of variables, the torus conformal blocks are graphically:
`
k
`1`2
k1
k2
. . . (6.25)
Notice that calculating bilocals with endpoints on the same asymptotic boundary seems
to be impossible within the Liouville language. In that respect, the BF formulation of JT
gravity developed above and in [39, 36] is more versatile.
7 Discussion
We summarize the main lessons learned about the BF structure of JT gravity:
• JT quantum gravity is precisely equal to an SL+(2,R) BF theory with coset bound-
ary constraints. The ubiquitous sinh 2pi
√
E density of states in the theory is simply
the Plancherel measure of SL+(2,R). For almost all purposes, neither the fact that
SL+(2,R) is noncompact, nor the fact that it is only a subsemigroup affect any of
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the diagrammatic rules for constructing BF amplitudes. The gravitational boundary
conditions can be viewed as a coset construction in the BF language.
• In Appendix E it is explained how to calculate JT gravity amplitudes on manifolds
with handles or multiple boundaries. One goes about this by isolating punctured
disks with Schwarzian boundaries from the remaining amplitude, using known results
for both53 and then gluing the pieces back together.54 An important subtlety arises
in these calculations that can be tracked back to the noncompactness of the group.
Depending on the chosen integration space of geometries, BF calculations on manifolds
with handles or more than two boundaries may diverge [95]. In particular, on such
higher genus surfaces, the volumes of Teichmu¨ller space T diverge. To obtain a finite
result one should mod by the mapping class group and integrate over the moduli space
of Riemann surfaces M [95]. On the disk, which was the main interest of this work,
these are identical. We detail some of this story in Appendices D.55
Whereas we believe we have amassed convincing evidence in favor of SL+(2,R), it would be
good if more could be acquired.
In the second part of this work we investigated edge dynamics and entanglement in JT
gravity. Let us summarize the results.
• By cutting the JT path integral on a given manifold we learned that an SL+(2,R) quan-
tum mechanics lives on all entangling boundaries, whereas the asymptotic boundaries
are described by Schwarzian quantum mechanics.
• From the perspective of a Rindler observer, the SL+(2,R) quantum mechanics on
the horizon is frozen due to infinite redshift. Its degrees of freedom can be used
to represent the JT black hole (or one-sided) states and account for the Bekenstein
Hawking entropy [20]. Alternatively these new degrees of freedom simply arise in the
factorization of a BF state on an interval into smaller intervals.56 The extended Hilbert
space associated with the resulting subregion includes the edge states [47, 40, 43, 44] or
black hole states. We emphasize again that this is a description of the relevant states,
but does not constitute what one would call a microscopic counting of the black hole
entropy starting with a discrete counting problem. This is a problem beyond the reach
of pure gravity.
53The calculation of the punctured disks follows from this work and [36], the topological amplitude were
discussed in [95].
54This was simultaneously investigated in more detail in [96].
55It is amusing to note that both integration spaces over geometries can seemingly be reached when we
think of JT gravity as arising as the low energy limit of Liouville on the same bulk surface. Quantum
Liouville theory as we know it from CFT is like a quantum theory for Teichmu¨ller space [97], whilst the
Liouville theory that pops up in the minimal string (see for example in [96]) is more like a quantum theory
for the moduli space of Riemann surfaces M. The latter is dual to a matrix model [96], the former is not.
A discussion on quantum Liouville on the disk and how JT gravity on the disk arises in a nearly-classical
limit is coming soon [98].
56See also the very recent work [50].
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Finally, we discussed JT gravity on a manifold with two Schwarzian boundaries, where the
full path integral of the system can be written in terms of Schwarzian quantum mechanics
on both boundaries. The resulting theory is identical to the double-scaling Schwarzian limit
of the full Liouville path integral. This identification is strengthened by the fact that am-
plitudes of wormhole-crossing Wilson lines match with the double-scaling limit of Virasoro
torus conformal block expansions. Besides providing an alternative perspective on JT am-
plitudes, this provides the torus conformal block literature [92, 93, 94] with an interesting
limit, and connects it to the SYK literature.
This may come as somewhat of a surprise. Though Virasoro coadjoint orbit models are
the building blocks of 3d quantum gravity, the role of full-fledged Liouville theory in 3d
quantum gravity is less clear [99, 100, 101, 102, 103]. However, in the double-scaling limit,
full Liouville CFT is relevant for two-sided geometries.
We end with some speculation about entanglement and black hole entropy in 3d pure grav-
ity. We saw in Appendix F that the partition function for CS theory in a Rindler wedge
×S1 was just calculating the solid torus amplitude χ0(S · β). Accordingly, to compute the
partition function for 3d gravity (which consists roughly of two copies of SL(2,R) CS of
opposite chirality), we would naively write:
|χ0(S · β)|2 , (7.1)
in terms of the Virasoro vacuum character. The resulting density of states is ρ(λ, λ′) =
S λ0 S
λ′
0 , which is the expression written down in [104] and which matches the semiclassical
BTZ black hole entropy. A Hilbert space interpretation in terms of one-sided states along
the lines of (F.13) is less obvious. For compact cosets G/H the conclusion would be that
a frozen G WZW model lives on the horizon and accounts for the edge states. The precise
statement in the gravity case certainly deserves further study.
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A BF Amplitudes
We review the Feynman rules for correlation functions of boundary-anchored Wilson lines
in BF [39, 36].
• Draw a disk with the Wilson line insertions.
• Each disk-shaped region is assigned an irrep Ri, and contributes a weight dimRi. A
label mi denoting eigenvalues of a maximal set of commuting generators is assigned
to each boundary segment. One sums over these labels Ri and mi to obtain the
amplitude.
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• Each boundary segment carries a Hamiltonian propagation factor proportional to the
length Li of the relevant segment i (depending on the chosen einbein). Each intersec-
tion of an endpoint of a Wilson line with the boundary is weighted with a 3j-symbol.
τ1τ2
m
R = exp{−(τ2 − τ1)CR}, (A.1)
m2
m1
mR
R1
R2
=
(
R1 R2 R
m1 m2 m
)
. (A.2)
• A Wilson line crossing in the bulk comes with a 6j-symbol of the group.
R4R2
RA RB
R1
R3
=
{
RB R1 R4
RA R3 R2
}
(A.3)
A.1 Coset Slicing
We demonstrate next that the slicing of coset models can be identified with angular slicing
in the BF model directly.
In [36] we computed a generic correlation function directly within the particle-on-a-group
model by inserting complete sets of states in between all operator insertions. E.g. for three
bilocals,
Tr
[
e−(β−t61)HOAe−t12HOBe−t23HOCe−t34HOAe−t45HOBe−t56HOC
]
, (A.4)
one inserts complete sets of 1 =
∫
dgi |gi〉 〈gi|, i = 1 . . . 6 in between all legs of operators,
followed by complete sets of |R, a, b〉 to diagonalize the Hamiltonian propagation factors
e−tijH . The computation can then be manifestly identified with a computation in BF in
angular slicing (Figure 12 left and middle) [36]. This identification immediately extends to
coset constructions. Denoting a coset element as x ∈ G/H, the completeness relation on
G/H can be rewritten as:
1 =
∫
G/H
dx |x〉 〈x| = 1
Vol H
∫
G
dg |g〉 〈g| . (A.5)
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Figure 12: Left: Particle-on-a-group evaluation of a six-point function of three bilocals
inserted at times ti, i = 1 . . . 6. Middle: Bulk BF angular slicing corresponding to the same
computation. Right: Different representation of the same amplitude, where now the bulk
BF diagram contains an enclosed region that does not know about the coset constraints.
Introducing complete sets in coordinate space x like this, we can use precisely the same
construction as above to get the generic correlator.
In [36], we explained that these pie-shaped bulk diagrams may be freely deformed into
diagrams with enclosed regions (see e.g. Figure 12 right). In particular, it can be shown
that enclosed interior regions obtained in this manner are to be weighted with dimR coming
from the G parent theory; the interior of the disk does not know about the modding by H.
A.2 Examples
To illuminate the more abstract discussion of section 2 we work out two examples.
A.2.1 Quantum Mechanics on SU(2)/U(1)
As an instructive example that is interesting in its own right, we consider the right coset of
SU(2) by U(1) that yields the 2-sphere S2. The SU(2) manifold can be parameterized by
Euler angles (θ, φ, ψ):
g = ei
φ
2
σ3ei
θ
2
σ1ei
ψ
2
σ3 =
(
cos θ
2
e
i
2
(φ+ψ) i sin θ
2
e
i
2
(φ−ψ)
−i sin θ
2
e−
i
2
(φ−ψ) cos θ
2
e−
i
2
(φ+ψ)
)
, (A.6)
with σi, i = 1, 2, 3 the Pauli matrices.
Choosing A3|bdy = χ3|bdy = 0 and A1,2|bdy = χ1,2|bdy, we obtain the Lagrangian:
Tr
(
g−1∂tg
)2∣∣∣
restricted
= (g−1∂tg)1(g−1∂tg)1 + (g−1∂tg)2(g−1∂tg)2 = −1
2
(
∂2t θ + sin(θ)
2∂2t φ
)
,
(A.7)
which is the action of a particle on S2 ' SU(2)/U(1).
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The partition function is (2.20):
ZS2(β) =
∑
j
(2j + 1) e−βj(j+1), (A.8)
which indeed matches the spectrum of the rigid rotor quantum mechanical system. The
matrix elements Rab(g) of SU(2) are given by the Wigner D-functions D
j
m,m′(θ, φ, ψ). For
each irrep, there is precisely one state right-invariant under J3: the m = 0 state. The
spherical function basis therefore consists of the spherical harmonics:
〈θ, φ| j,m, 0〉 = 〈j,m| g(θ, φ) |j, 0〉 = Y jm(θ, φ), (A.9)
and the zonal spherical function is the Legendre function:
〈θ| j, 0, 0〉 = 〈j, 0| g(θ, φ) |j, 0〉 = Pj(cos θ). (A.10)
Using these, we can e.g. write down the correlator with a single boundary-anchored Wilson
line:
0
mm¯
0
τ2 τ1
j
j1
j2
=
〈
Oj,mm¯(τ1, τ2)
〉
= δm0δm¯0
∑
j1,j2
(2j1 + 1)(2j2 + 1)e
−τ21j1(j1+1)e−(β−τ21)j2(j2+1)
(
j1 j j2
0 0 0
)(
j1 j j2
0 0 0
)
.
(A.11)
Slicing this amplitude using Cauchy surfaces with both endpoints on the outer boundary,
requires using the R00(θ) zonal spherical functions. Using the angular slicing where only one
endpoint touches the boundary, requires using spherical functions Ri0(θ, φ) instead. Formula
(A.11) is obtained using the well-known identities:∫ pi
0
dθ sin(θ)Pj1(cos θ)Pj2(cos θ)Pj3(cos θ) =
(
j1 j2 j3
0 0 0
)2
, (A.12)∫ pi
0
dθ sin(θ)Y j1m1(θ, φ)Y
j2
m2
(θ, φ)Y j3m3(θ, φ) =
(
j1 j2 j3
0 0 0
)(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)
. (A.13)
As explained above, regions that are in the deep interior and closed off from the boundary,
see the full SU(2) BF model with matrix elements the Wigner D-functions.
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We can give a complementary perspective on this by looking at the Casimir differential
equation. The left- and right regular representation (realization) of the su(2) algebra in
Euler angles (A.6), found by imposing DˆaLg = τ
ag and DˆaRg = gτ
a is given by the sets of
differential operators:
iDˆ1L = cosφ∂θ +
sinφ
sin θ
∂ψ − sinφ
tan θ
∂φ, iDˆ
1
R = cosψ∂θ +
sinψ
sin θ
∂φ − sinψ
tan θ
∂ψ,
iDˆ2L = − sinφ∂θ +
cosφ
sin θ
∂ψ − cosφ
tan θ
∂φ, iDˆ
2
R = sinψ∂θ −
cosψ
sin θ
∂φ +
cosψ
tan θ
∂ψ, (A.14)
iDˆ3L = ∂φ, iDˆ
3
R = ∂ψ.
The su(2) Casimir equation is then directly found as(
∂2θ + cot θ∂θ +
1
sin θ2
(
∂2φ − 2 cos θ∂φ∂ψ + ∂2ψ
))
Djm,m′(θ, φ, ψ) = j(j + 1)D
j
m,m′(θ, φ, ψ),
(A.15)
solved by the Wigner D-functions Djm,m′(θ, φ, ψ). Setting J
3
R = Dˆ
3
R = 0, one finds(
∂2θ + cot θ∂θ +
1
sin θ2
∂2φ
)
Y lm(θ, φ) = j(j + 1)Y
j
m(θ, φ), (A.16)
in terms of the spherical harmonics Y jm(θ, φ). Additionally setting J
3
L = Dˆ
3
L = 0, one finds(
∂2θ + cot θ∂θ
)
Pj(cos θ) = j(j + 1)Pj(cos θ), (A.17)
solved in terms of the Legendre functions Pj(cos θ). This process of imposing the coset con-
ditions J3R = 0 and J
3
L = 0 is the direct analogue of the gravitational / Liouville constraints
discussed in Appendix F of [36]. The left- and right-regular representation operators act on
the bra, respectively the ket of the matrix element Rab(g) ≡ 〈R, a| g |R, b〉.
A.2.2 Quantum Mechanics on SL(2,C)
As a second instructive example we consider a particle on SL(2,C). From (2.31) we obtain
the partition function:
ZSL(2,C)(β) =
∫
ds s4 e−β(s
2+1/4). (A.18)
To obtain a basis of the representation, one conventionally diagonalizes the generator J3 =
m, or after Fourier transforming to a continuous 2-sphere of labels (x, x¯):57
ψjm,m¯(g) =
∫
C
d2xxj+mx¯j+m¯ψj(x, x¯, g) (A.19)
57See e.g. [105, 106, 107].
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Within this basis, inserting a single boundary-anchored Wilson line Osx,x¯(τ1, τ2) of SL(2,C)
gives the correlator:∫ +∞
0
ds1ds2
∫
C
d2x1d
2x2 s
4
1s
4
2
(
s1 s s2
x1 x x2
)(
s1 s s2
x¯1 x¯ x¯2
)
e−s
2
1τ
2
12−s22(β−τ12)2 , (A.20)
where∣∣∣∣(s1 s s2x1 x x2
)∣∣∣∣2 = |x2 − x|2(j2+j−j1) |x2 − x1|2(j2+j1−j) |x− x1|2(j+j1−j2)
Γ(−j1 − j − j2 − 1)Γ(j2 − j − j1)Γ(j − j1 − j2)Γ(j1 − j − j2)
Γ(−2j1 − 1)Γ(−2j − 1)Γ(−2j2 − 1) , (A.21)
are the well-known 3j-symbols of SL(2,C) [108], identifiable as conformal three-point func-
tions as recently discussed in [109].
B Moduli Space of Flat SL+(2,R) Connections
We present some arguments here that that the component of the moduli space of flat SL(2,R)
connections relevant for hyperbolic geometry, can be identified with the moduli space of flat
SL+(2,R) connections.
The component of moduli space of flat SL(2,R) connections that can be identified with
hyperbolic geometry, are those connections with hyperbolic monodromy around each closed
geodesic. As explained in subsection 3.2, SL+(2,R) has only hyperbolic conjugacy classes.
Therefore, the moduli space of flat SL+(2,R) connections is a subset of Teichmu¨ller space T .
The question is whether this map is also surjective: can we find for each point in Te-
ichmu¨ller space a flat SL+(2,R) connection with the corresponding monodromies?
We do not have a complete proof for this and test it only in a specific example. Consider
the three-holed sphere (Figure 13). The set of flat connections on a surface Σ is A = dg g−1,
U
V
W=UV
Figure 13: Choice of oriented slices on a three-holed sphere, with holonomies U , V , W
restricted by W = UV .
with holonomies P exp ∮Ci A = Ui ∈ G around each cycle. An element in the moduli space of
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flat connections is given in terms of the values of these holonomies around each topologically
supported cycle. In other words, the moduli space is Hom(pi1(Σ)→ G)/G, where an overall
G-conjugation is modded out.
For the example at hand, we have three boundary holonomies U , V , W satisfying W = UV .
In SL+(2,R) it is important to check if one can choose all holonomies ∈ SL+(2,R) con-
sistently, corresponding to a choice of oriented slices, while still satisfying the constraint
W = UV . This is readily realized (Figure 13). The question is now whether we can span
the set of boundary lengths (a, b, c) ∈ (R+)3, given the constraint W = UV .58 Given any
choice of a, b, c, let c be the largest one of these. Then we use the overall G-conjugation to
choose the holonomies as, following [110] and corresponding to the specific choice of slices
of Figure 13:
U =
(
ea/2 κ
0 e−a/2
)
, V =
(
e−b/2 0
1 eb/2
)
, (B.1)
with boundary lengths a and b respectively. Hence
W = UV =
(
e(a−b)/2 + κ κeb/2
e−a/2 e−(a−b)/2
)
. (B.2)
All of these matrices ∈ SL+(2,R) if κ ≥ 0. Given these U and V ∈ SL+(2,R), we can reach
any boundary length c for W . Indeed:
2 cosh
c
2
= 2 cosh
(
a− b
2
)
+ κ, (B.3)
and for any given a and b, we can adjust κ ≥ 0 to obtain the prescribed value of the third
boundary length c.59
Any higher-genus Riemann surface can be decomposed into three-holed spheres glued to-
gether. This gluing allows the introduction of a relative twist which in this language is the
1-parameter centralizer of the hyperbolic holonomy matrix for each of the 3g−3+b geodesic
gluing cycles. We can imagine using the above computation then as a basis for a general
proof.
It is furthermore interesting and reassuring to note that in the mathematics literature, a
deep link between positivity properties of monodromy matrices and the hyperbolic/Hitchin
component of the moduli space has been uncovered, see e.g. [111, 112].
Note that this complete set of monodromies required when gluing surfaces together is un-
related to the type of defects we can insert into the surface. We can add for example
conical singularities (elliptic monodromies) in the surface, but they do not appear in gluing
integrals. This is in direct analogy to Liouville or quantum Teichmu¨ller theory.
58Ignoring this constraint, it would be readily true because SL+(2,R) has all hyperbolic conjugacy classes.
59For this to work, we need the information that c ≥ a, b, which implies c ≥ |a− b|.
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C From Finite-volume to Delta-regularization
In the main text, we have been slightly cavalier on the overall volume-factors appearing in
our formulas. In this appendix, we track these factors more carefully. We focus on non-
compact groups with a continuous set of irreps (such as the continuous irreps of SL(2,R)).
We will deal with these representations by relating the finite-volume regularization with the
delta-regularization, the first well-suited to develop physical intuition, while the latter is
mathematically rigorous and links back to the Plancherel measure.
The volume-regularized Schur orthogonality relation∫
G
dg Rkab(g)R
k′
cd(g
−1) = V
δkk′
dim k
δadδbc, (C.1)
is transformed into the delta-regularized version:∫
G
dg Rkab(g)R
k′
cd(g
−1) =
δ(k − k′)
ρ(k)
δadδbc, (C.2)
related by the formal equality
dim k
V
δ(k − k′) = δkk′ ρ(k). (C.3)
From (C.2), we can also read off the delta-normalized wavefunctions as
〈g| k, a, b〉 =
√
ρ(k)Rkab(g). (C.4)
Tracing over the indices in (C.1), one finds the character orthogonality in the form:∫
G
dg χk(g)χk
′
(g−1) = δ(k − k′)dim k
ρ(k)
. (C.5)
Restricting to the subgroup of conjugacy class elements C, one has instead∫
C
dαχk(α)χk
′
(α−1) = δ(k − k′), (C.6)
identifying dim k/V = ρ(k)/δ(k − k), and hence we have formally δ(k − k) = VC as the
volume of the space of conjugacy class elements. This is the formal translation of the fact
that the space of irrep labels and the space of conjugacy class elements are Fourier duals to
each other. Hence:
dim k
V
=
ρ(k)
VC
. (C.7)
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The summation over irreps has to transform contragrediently to the Kronecker delta,60 so
using (C.3), we find the continuous replacement of the sum:∑
R
→ VC
∫
dk. (C.8)
Let us apply these equations to some concrete situations.
• The Schwarzian partition function, represented as the path integral over L(G/H)/G ≡
diff S1
SL(2,R) , is
1
V
∑
R
dim Re−βCR →
∫
dkρ(k)e−βCk . (C.9)
• The twisted Schwarzian partition function, L(G/H)/T ≡ diff S1
U(1)
, with holonomy α, is
1
VC
∑
R
χk(α)e
−βCR →
∫
dk χk(α) e
−βCk . (C.10)
Two such twisted partition functions are glued by using (C.6), and give
∫
dke−βCk .
Taking α = 1, one finds61
χk(1) = dim k =
V
VC
ρ(k) , (C.11)
which is the more precise way of stating (2.26).
• The twisted partition function of a particle on SL+(2,R), LG/T, or alternatively the
propagator on SL+(2,R) between the point 1 and α, is given by
1
V
∑
R
dim RχR(α)e
−βCR →
∫
dkρ(k)χk(α)e
−βCk . (C.12)
Gluing this to (C.10), one indeed finds back
∫
dkρ(k)e−βCk .
• The partition function of a particle on SL+(2,R), LG/G, is then
1
V
∑
R
(dim R)2e−βCR → V
VC
∫
dkρ(k)2e−βCk , (C.13)
formally divergent for any noncompact non-abelian group, due to the volume factors
appearing upfront. Nonetheless, they are multiplicative prefactors in this language,
and we can divide them out to define a sensible model.
60Explicitly:
∑
R δRR′ = 1 =
∫
dkδ(k − k′).
61Note that for G = R, V = VC and ρ(k) = 1 indeed. For other groups V/VC diverges, as one expects.
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D Gluing Measures
In section D.1, we provide some details on gluing and twists in BF that were left implicit
in the main text in favor of readability.
In section D.2 we argue that a similar story in JT gravity is the backbone of the difference
between two possible integration spaces: Teichmu¨ller space, or the moduli space of Riemann
surfaces. This is the crux of the discrepancy between two different formulas for the annulus
partition function in JT gravity: the Liouville or Teichmu¨ller-inspired equations (5.9) or
(6.11) in the current work, versus equation (127) of [96].
In section D.3 we detail this story in the language of Liouville CFT on a torus.
In section D.4 we discuss the measure on the space of conjugacy class elements.
D.1 Twists in Compact BF
Consider the annulus amplitude in BF theory for a compact Lie group G (Figure 14 left).
XX
L L
C
= SdL
Figure 14: Left; Annulus amplitude in compact BF theory. The description in terms of two
particle on group models contains a common G-gauge symmetry, acting diagonally on both
boundary actions. Right: Schematic decomposition in terms of twisted partition functions,
glued together by integrating over Λ ∈ C.
As we studied in section 4.2, the dynamics of this model is captured by two particle-on-
group models, one on each boundary circle, with a common G-redundancy, and glued using
the holonomy variable M ∈ G.
The BF path integral is a phase space path integral, for which we can write the symplectic
integration space in several ways [113]:∫
G
dM
LGM × LGM
GM
' |G|
∫
C
dΛ
LGΛ × LGΛ
Z(Λ)
1
|Z(Λ)| ' |G|
∫
C
dΛ
LGΛ
Z(Λ)
× LGΛ
Z(Λ)
× Z(Λ)|Z(Λ)| .
(D.1)
Here, M denote the monodromies: g(t+β) = M ·g(t). There is a diagonal gauge redundancy
in description:
gL(t) ∼ G · gL(t), gR(t) ∼ G · gR(t), M ∼ GMG−1. (D.2)
Part of this gauge is fixed by only integrating over conjugacy class elements Λ ∈ C covering
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all physically inequivalent M .62 This leaves only the diagonal redundancy:
gL(t) ∼ h · gL(t), gR(t) ∼ h · gR(t), Λ ∼ hΛh−1 = Λ, (D.3)
composed of elements h that commute with Λ i.e. that act within a conjugacy class. In
other words, h spans the centralizer Z(Λ) of Λ.63
In the second equality, we wrote out the fact that fixing the diagonal gauge is equivalent
to fixing the gauge of both gR(t) and gL(t) and separately integrating over a twist variable
h ∈ Z(Λ) that represents the off-diagonal transformation:
gL(t)→ gL(t), gR(t)→ h · gR(t). (D.4)
The set of physical fields is then (gL(t), gR(t),Λ, h), and this is the set-up used when gluing
two twisted disks together (Figure 14 right). Notice that when computing the partition
function, the integral over h just gives |Z(Λ)|, canceling this same factor in the denominator
and giving (4.7), up to a volume factor |G| which we discard.
A generic amplitude of Wilson lines on this annulus then decomposes as:∫
C
dΛ
∫
LG
Z(Λ)
× LG
Z(Λ)
[DgL][DgR]e−S[gL,Λ]+S[gR,Λ]
(∫
Z(Λ)
dh
|Z(Λ)| Rnm(g
−1
L (t
L
i ) · h · gR(tRf )) . . .
)
,
(D.5)
where per example we only inserted a single Wilson line WRnm(tLi , tRf ) that begins at the left
boundary at time tLi and end at the right boundary at time t
R
f . Wilson lines that start and
end at the same boundary are seen to factor out of the integral over h.
This is the more precise way to represent the wormhole-crossing Wilson lines calculated in
BF language in the main text, in terms of particle on group variables. In particular, such
an integral over twists is secretly implied also present in the path integral (6.1) that results
in (6.7).64
62 This integral can be written as a sum over all irreps, using the fact that there exists an isomorphism
between C and the irreps of the group as Λ = e−
2pi
k λ [113]. Here, λ denote the weight vectors λ = λ ·H as
k → +∞.
63 For compact G, the subgroup of conjugacy class elements C can be identified with the maximal torus
T mod Weyl W . Each element ∈ T/W by definition commutes with T and so at the very least T ⊆ Z(Λ).
Some conjugacy class elements though contain an enlarged centralizer, e.g. the identity element has an
increased centralizer Z(1) = G.
64As a sanity check, notice that the Wilson line inserted in the path integral is a gauge-invariant operator,
invariant under independent left and right gauge transformations, because the Haar measure for compact
Lie groups is bi-invariant dh = d(h−1L · h · hR). Furthermore, we can check the equivalence of rotating
either endpoint separately around the annulus: tLi → tLi + βL and similarly for tRf , which pick up the same
monodromy Λ that can be absorbed into the variable h ∈ Z(Λ) again.
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For coset theories G/H, the decomposition (D.1) becomes:
∫
G/H
dM
L
(
G
H
)
M
× L (G
H
)
M
GM
' 1|H|
∫
G
dM
L
(
G
H
)
M
× L (G
H
)
M
GM
' |G||H|
∫
C
dΛ
L
(
G
H
)
Λ
Z(Λ)
× L
(
G
H
)
Λ
Z(Λ)
× Z(Λ)|Z(Λ)| . (D.6)
We will see the non-compact analogue of this formula in practice for the Schwarzian limit
of Liouville CFT in Appendix D.3.65
D.2 Twists in JT
In BF theory for compact groups, the twist play no significant role. This changes when we
consider JT gravity.
In particular, the integration range for the twist variable is different depending on the in-
tegration space we define our theory by. There are two natural such choices: Teichmu¨ller
space T , which is closer in spirit to (D.7), and the moduli space of Riemann surfaces M.
In what follows we detail this, from a geometrical perspective.
The moduli space of Riemann surfaces Mg,b(`) of genus g with b geodesic boundaries of
fixed lengths ` is related to Teichmu¨ller space T by modding out the mapping class group
MCG:66 Tg,b(`)
MCG
'Mg,b(`). (D.8)
This means that surfaces that differ by a Dehn twist are considered equivalent from the
perspective of Mg,n(`). Dehn twists are obtained by cutting the surface across a tube,
rotating one end by a full 2pi-rotation, and regluing.
The dimension of the moduli space of a bordered hyperbolic (χ < 0) Riemann surface of
genus g with b geodesic boundaries is dimMg,b(`) = 6g − 6 + 2b.67 These 6g − 6 + 2b
degrees of freedom can be thought of as the geodesic lengths λ and twists τ of the 3g−3 + b
independent geodesics associated to some pair-of-pants decomposition of the surface. These
are the Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates of the moduli space.
65For that particular coset, one has that the Liouville volume Vφ = |G|/|H| = |Z(Λ)| = VC , with VC
defined above in Appendix C, so we would get:∫
C
dΛ
L
(
G
H
)
Λ
Z(Λ)
× L
(
G
H
)
Λ
Z(Λ)
× Z(Λ). (D.7)
66Teichmu¨ller space is just the hyperbolic component of the moduli space of flat SL(2,R) connections.
Mathematically, MCG ' Diff+(Σ)
Diff+0 (Σ)
, parametrizing the classes of large diffs on the surface.
67Fixing the geodesic lengths to fixed values, means there are 2 real moduli associated to each geodesic
boundary. Notice that punctures are treated as geodesic boundaries with `i → 0.
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Both Tg,b(`) and Mg,b(`) are equiped with the Weil-Petersson symplectic measure:
ω =
3g−3+b∑
i=1
dλi ∧ dτi. (D.9)
What distinguishes the moduli space of Riemann surfaces from Teichmu¨ller space is the
range of integration for these coordinates. In particular, in Teichmu¨ller theory, the range
of τ is the entire real axis. Modding by the mapping class group boils down to identifying
twists that differ by a full length of the boundary τ ∼ τ + 2piλ.
This means that if we want to glue surfaces on geodesics, working within the moduli space
of Riemann surfaces Mg,b, we use a gluing integral of the type:∫
ω =
∫
dλ ∧ dτ =
∫
dλ
∫ 2piλ
0
dτ = 2pi
∫ ∞
0
λdλ. (D.10)
This was used extensively in [96], and is intrinsic to Mirzakhani’s recursion relations [114,
115].
Working within Tg,b on the other hand, we have a gluing integral of the type:∫
ω =
∫
dλ ∧ dτ =
∫
dλ
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ = VC
∫ ∞
0
dλ, (D.11)
which is the analogue of the similar formula for compact BF theories (D.7). As we demon-
strate in section D.3, the volume factor that appears here as a physical interpretation as
the Liouville volume Vφ = VC . Nevertheless we will often neglect it.
Disk amplitudes are not sensitive to this choice of twist range, since the mapping class
group in that case is the identity element. Amplitudes of JT gravity on more complicated
topologies though, will be significantly different depending on this choice of gluing range.
The example that is most important for this work is the annulus. We see that the different
choice of integration contour explain the different known results for the JT gravity annulus
partition function: the Liouville or Teichmu¨ller-inspired equations (5.9) or (6.11) in the
current work use (D.11). This should be contrasted to formula (127) of [96], which uses
(D.10).
For higher genus surfaces, we no longer get to choose. Indeed, for χ < 0 surfaces it is
known that the volume of Teichmu¨ller space diverges, whereas the Weil-Petersson volumes
of the moduli spaces of Riemann surfaces:
Vg,b =
∫
exp(ω), (D.12)
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are finite.68 In equation (E.7) below, we demonstrate this explicitly in BF language. The
only sensible amplitudes of JT gravity on higher genus surfaces are then obtained by choosing
the moduli space of Riemann surfaces M as integration space.
This means in particular that when one wants to define JT gravity as a sum over topologies
as in [96], one should consider the moduli space of Riemann surfacesM. When one is only
interested in the disk and annulus, as we were in the main text of this work, there are two
options that are equivalent for what the disk is concerned, but inequivalent on the annulus.
Aside: Operator Insertions
As an aside, let’s think about wormhole-crossing Wilson lines in Schwarzian variables when
considering the moduli space of Riemann surfaces M when gluing.69 Based on (D.5) a
natural guess is:70 ∫ 2piλ
0
dτ
(
fL
′
1 f
R′
2
sinh2 1
2
(fL1 − fR2 + τ)
)`
. (D.13)
Notice though that this operator is not gauge-invariant under left- and right U(1) trans-
formations fi → fi + c, due to the integration range.71 One then naturally associates to a
Wilson line the average over gauge images of (D.13):
1
|MCG|
∑
n∈Z
∫ 2piλ
0
dτ
(
fL
′
1 f
R′
2
sinh2 1
2
(fL1 − fR2 + τ + 2pinλ)
)`
, (D.14)
or
2piλ
VC
∫ ∞
−∞
dτ
(
fL
′
1 f
R′
2
sinh2 1
2
(fL1 − fR2 + τ)
)`
. (D.15)
The 2piλ prefactor complicates the computation of correlation functions of this operator,
which we leave to future work.
D.3 Twists in Liouville on the Torus
Let us stack up the claim that 2d Liouville CFT in the Schwarzian double-scaling limit
naturally picks the Teichmu¨ller moduli space for JT gravity.72
68One might make sense of gluing in T by suitably regularizing the IR-divergence, as is done in 2d
Liouville CFT. Indeed, the Liouville cylinder amplitude between two FZZT-branes is IR-divergent. It can
be interpreted within the Schwarzian double-scaling limit as the JT disk with two local bulk punctures,
which is topologically a three-holed sphere. One can make sense of this amplitude by volume-regularization.
69Wilson lines anchored on the same boundary are easily treated within either T or M, by gluing with
the respective gluing measure. There are no additional complications imposed by the Wilson line itself and
the treatment within M when summing over all topologies was presented in appendix D in [18].
70The normalization is set because we know we should recover (D.10) as integrand for `→ 0.
71This is intuitive: a cross-wormhole line in the double-trumpet geometry is not invariant under a Dehn
twist, even though the partition function is.
72See also [98] for a bulk Liouville theory related to JT gravity.
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In particular, we will show that the volume factor Vφ in (6.11) arises from the zero-mode
twist and can be interpreted as the twist variable when gluing using the Teichmu¨ller range
of the Weil-Petersson measure (D.11).73
Liouville on the torus as discussed in section 6 comes with the integration space:74∫
R+
dλ
diff S1L,λ × diff S1R,λ
U(1)
'
∫
R+
dλ
diff S1L,λ
U(1)
× diff S
1
R,λ
U(1)
× R, (D.16)
which is indeed conform (D.11). In terms of field variables, there is on the LHS a left- and
right reparametrization fL and fR with a diagonal U(1) redundancy fL,R → fL,R + α. On
the RHS the twist was extracted, which notably ranges over the entire real axis.
This range may seem like a choice, but actually it is not: the Liouville torus amplitude for
example is precisely (6.11) which requires the twists to range in R. Indeed, this multiplica-
tive infinity as announced previously is the Vφ 1d volume of Liouville theory.
To see this, consider the region where we have approximate translation invariance, φ ∼ −∞.
We have using (6.16) that sinh(fL − fR) ∼ efL−fR , and shifting φ → φ + c is identical to
shifting fL − fR → fL − fR + c, illustrating that the volume factor is the twist factor.75
Under the decomposition (D.16), the Liouville vertex operator insertion becomes:
e2φ =
fL
′
1 f
R′
2
sinh2 1
2
(fL1 − fR2 )
'
∫ +∞
−∞
dτ
fL
′
1 f
R′
2
sinh2 1
2
(fL1 − fR2 + τ)
, (D.18)
which is the more precise way to state (6.1). On the LHS we are using field variables with a
diagonal redundancy, which has been completely fixed on the RHS. This is to be compared
with (D.5).
Notice that the resulting path integral is invariant under a rotation of the Wilson line
around the annulus τi → τi +βi. by redefining τ . In fact ever more is true: before doing the
Schwarzian path integrals we can do an shift in twist variables τ → τ−fL1 +fR2 . The resulting
path integral factorizes into a left- and right-piece, which are then τi-independent. So the
amplitude of the single Wilson line stretching the wormhole is expected on general grounds
to be independent of τ1 and τ2. This was found in the main text via a BF calculation.
Multiple Liouville vertex operators correspond to:∫ +∞
−∞
dτ
fL
′
1 f
R′
2
sinh2 1
2
(fL1 − fR2 + τ)
fL
′
3 f
R′
4
sinh2 1
2
(fL3 − fR4 + τ)
. . . . (D.19)
73It has indeed been known for a long time that Liouville theory on Σg,n is deeply linked to Teichmu¨ller
theory on Σg,n [116, 117].
74This structure follows very explicitly from the Gervais-Neveu field redefinition (6.16),(6.17).
75The transformation (6.16) becomes explicitly:
eφ = −fL′e−fLfR′efR = F L′FR′ , where F L = e−fL , FR = efR , (D.17)
corresponding to the Alekseev-Shatashvili free-field parameterization φ = lnF L + lnFR to map the chiral
boson into the coadjoint orbit action [90, 91].
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In the case of two such operators, setting τ → τ−fL1 +fR2 , one can imagine only dependence
on the difference τ3 − τ4 − τ1 + τ2. This is confirmed via a direct BF calculation of two
non-intersection Wilson lines stretching the wormhole.
D.4 Measure on the Space of Conjugacy Class Elements
We distill some formulas relevant for this work from [37, 38] regarding the precise choice of
integration measure on the space of conjugacy class elements (or orbits).
When one usually talks about finite characters, one uses the integration measure on the
space of conjugacy class elements, inferred from the Haar measure on the group manifold.76
The resulting characters, orthogonal with respect to these measures, are:
SU(2) : χn(θ) =
sinnθ
sin θ
, SL(2,R) : χµ(λ) =
cosµλ
sinhλ
. (D.20)
And indeed, with the Haar measure inferred from the group manifold, orthogonality can
be checked to hold. The point made in [37] is however, that this integration measure is a
choice, and depending on the situation a different normalization might be required.
The Schwarzian amplitudes (5.5), to which we want to compare SL+(2,R) group theoretic
amplitudes, are found as the limit of Virasoro CFT amplitudes [24], and the same is true
for the BF amplitudes used in [39]. This means we have to choose the measure obtained
from the embedding within 2d CFT (and 3d CS).
Combining formulas (4.52) and (4.114) of [37], we learn that the measure on the space of
conjugacy class elements, inferred from the 2d CFT perspective, is essentially the flat one;
the appropriate characters are those where we drop the denominators of (D.20). We obtain:
SU(2) : χn(θ) = sinnθ, SL(2,R) : χµ(λ) = cosµλ. (D.21)
These are orthogonal with respect to the flat measures, dθ and dλ respectively.
E Other Euclidean Topologies
As an application of the BF perspective on JT gravity, we show how to calculate amplitudes
of generic JT gravity Euclidean manifolds.77
Consider a disk with multiple handles attached as for example in Figure 15 left. The
goal here is to explain how to calculate such contributions, within the framework of section
3.4 and [36].
76This choice of measure was taken for example in [118]. For example for SU(2) the measure is dθ sin2 θ.
For SL(2,R) the measure is dλ sinh2 λ. See formula (IV.B) in [118].
77This was studied simultaneously and in more detail in [96], see also [119].
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Figure 15: Left: Disk with one handle attached. The blue arrows are indicative of a choice
of Cauchy slices to do the BF evolution calculation. Right: Multiple Schwarzian boundaries
with bilocals in between. Conjugacy class elements gluing the boundary annuli to the three-
holed sphere are labeled by λi.
If we naively apply the cutting and gluing rules to such a surfaces by evolving SL+(2,R)
states through the manifold, we obtain for a disk with h handles:
Zh(β) = V
h
C
∫
dk
(k sinh 2pik)2h−1
e−βk
2
. (E.1)
The resulting divergence is directly related to our present choice of integration space / gluing
integral as discussed in section D.2: the volume of Teichmu¨ller space relevant in this setup
Th,1(λ) is divergent.
We can isolate it by separately evolving through an annulus that includes the Schwarzian
boundary, and through the remaining handlebody. The two are then glued together by
introducing the resolution of the identity on a circular slice:78∫
dλ |λ〉 〈λ| = 1, (E.2)
with λ conjugacy class elements. The path integral hence decomposes as:
Zh(β) = VC
∫
dλ Vh,1(λ)
∫
dk χk(λ) e
−βk2 , (E.3)
in terms of the twisted Schwarzian path integral:∫
dk χk(λ) e
−βk2 =
∫
dk cos 2pikλ e−βk
2
. (E.4)
78We must also integrate over twists, which gets a volume factor VC as in (D.11).
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One would calculate the volume Vh,1(λ) of Th,1(λ) as, up to several volume factors:∫
dk
cos 2pikλ
(k sinh 2pik)2h−1
, (E.5)
which is the source of the divergence.79
The resolution [95], is to mod by the mapping class group, and considering instead the
moduli space of Riemann surfaces Mh,1(λ), corresponding to the other possible choice of
integration space for JT gravity.
As discussed in section D.2, this comes with a change in gluing measure:
VCdλ→ 2piλdλ, (E.6)
and the volumes of the moduli spaces Vh,1(λ) in this setup are the finite Weil-Petersson
volumes [95], which can be determined recursively [114, 115].
This construction can be generalized to arbitrary genus h with any given number of punc-
tures (i.e. defects, coming from character insertions) n and boundaries b, where we allow
the surfaces to end either on the boundaries, or on Wilson lines, see for example [18]. We
are led to consider a possibly disconnected surface.
Within Teichmu¨ller theory, each disconnected component comes with a single momentum
k-integral with weight:80
(k sinh 2pik)χ. (E.7)
This diverges when χ < 0, and to get a sensible answer one should instead consider JT
gravity with contourM. If however χ ≥ 0 for all components, meaning that there are only
disks or annuli, both gluing integrals give sensible and in general (when there are annuli)
different answers.
As an example, consider three Schwarzian boundaries with no handles attached (Figure 15
right). The Teichmu¨ller result diverges:
Z(β1, β2, β3) =
∫
dk
k sinh 2pik
e−k
2(β1+β2+β3), (E.8)
and to make sense of this amplitude we should treat surfaces as in M instead of T . One
cuts off the annuli at the three boundaries and glues these to a three-holed sphere. The
amplitude of the latter is the Weil-Petersson volume V0(λ1, λ2, λ3), in terms of the conjugacy
classes of the three gluing cycles. Using that V0,3 = 1, since the moduli space is just a point
for the three-boundary sphere with fixed boundary lengths, we are left with the product of
three integrals of the type:∫
dλiλie
−λ
2
i pi
2
βi
(
pi
βi
)1/2
=
√
1
4pi3
√
βi. (E.9)
79For compact groups this gives the correct, finite answer [37].
80The Euler character is χ = 2− 2h− b.
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This results in the known three-boundary amplitude Z(β1, β2, β3) ∼
√
β1β2β3 [120].
It is in principle possible to calculate generic correlation functions on these multi-boundary
manifolds. As an example, consider the Wilson line stretching between boundary 1 and
boundary 2 in figure 15 right. We find:
1
Z
∫
dk
Γ(`)2Γ(`± 2ik)
Γ(2`)
e−k
2(β1+β2+β3). (E.10)
Notice that the geometry of the manifold minus the Wilson line is topologically an annulus,
which comes with a flat measure such that we get a finite answer when gluing within T .
F Edge States in Chern-Simons Theories
BF theory is defined as the dimensional reduction of 3d CS. The goal in this Appendix is
to repeat the discussion of section 4 for CS. By comparing famous CS formulas with some
of the BF formulas obtained in section 4 we provide with an alternative proof of the latter.
F.1 Edge Dynamics from the Path Integral
We first review how Chern-Simons on a manifold with boundary, leads to a Wess-Zumino-
Witten 2d CFT on the boundary [75, 113], in parallel to the BF argument of Section 2.1.
Focusing on a manifold with cylindrical topology, we write
S[A] =
∫
M
d3xµνσ Tr
[
Aµ∂νAσ +
2
3
AµAνAσ
]
(F.1)
=
∫
M
dtdrdφTr [Ar∂tAφ − Aφ∂tAr + 2AtFφr]−
∫
∂M
dtdφTr [AtAφ] . (F.2)
The background-dependence is only in the orientation of the chosen coordinate axes which
we choose trφ = 1. We parameterize the spatial disk D as in Figure 16. Variation results
in the boundary condition Aφ|bdy ∼ At|bdy. Rescaling the coordinates is a symmetry of the
problem hence we can bring the proportionality factor to ±1. Changing sign corresponds
to changing orientation and with our ordering of the coordinates, only the +-sign leads to a
positive Hamiltonian: CS on a manifold with boundary is only consistent with the boundary
conditions:
(At − Aφ)|bdy = Az¯|bdy = 0. (F.3)
Path integration over the Lagrange multiplier At results in
Aφ = g
−1∂φg (F.4)
Ar = g
−1∂rg, (F.5)
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Figure 16: Left: Chern-Simons cylinder amplitude and coordinatization, with a Wilson line
piercing the fixed timeslice. Right: gluing two Chern-Simons theories on D × R into a
boundaryless Chern-Simons theory on S2 × R.
with g a G-valued field, in general twisted in the φ-direction: g(φ+ 2pi) = Uλg(φ), with Uλ
determined by a possible Wilson line insertion in irrep λ in the t-direction. Bulk values of
g are redundant and only its boundary profile is a physical degree of freedom. Moreover
there is a global G redundancy in (F.4), (F.5) under g → V g with V constant.81 The path
integral over A in (F.7) is reduced to a path integral over boundary configurations g.82
Making the substitution g(φ)→ Λ(φ)g(φ) with Λ(φ+2pi)−1Λ(φ) = Uλ untwists g(φ). Using
partial integration combined with the boundary conditions Aφ|bdy ± At|bdy, the CS action
(F.2) becomes a right-moving chiral WZW model, or a (right-moving) affine coadjoint orbit
action:
S[g, λ] =
∫
∂M
dtdφTr
(
(g−1∂φg + λ)g−1∂tg − (g−1∂φg + λ)2
)
+ ΓWZ . (F.6)
Let’s now take two such Chern-Simons theories on spatial disks, and glue them into a single
S2 along the equator (figure 16 right) [45, 46]. The correct way to split the Chern-Simons
Lorentzian path integral is by the introduction of a functional delta constraint:
Z =
∫
[DAL] exp(iS[AL])δ(AL|bdy − AR|bdy)
∫
[DAR] exp(iS[AR]). (F.7)
The CS path integral on S2 hence decomposes as:
ZS2 =
∫
[DgL] exp(iS[gL])δ(gL − gR)
∫
[DgR] exp(−iS[gR]) = 1, (F.8)
81This results in the equivalence U ∼ V −1UV hence the space of all inequivalent holonomies U is isomor-
phic to the space of conjugacy class elements λ.
82Depending on the topology, in general there may or may not also be an integral over conjugacy class
elements λ.
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the final equality being true because the Hilbert space of CS on S2 is just the vacuum [75].
Upon taking the t-dimensional reduction, the chiral WZW model (F.6) reduces precisely to
the twisted particle on group (2.5) and (F.8) goes to (4.5), upon renaming φ → t. Notice
again that the two actions will cancel upon gluing. The left action is minus the right one,
or k → −k.83
The argument in the functional delta in (F.7) becomes the WZW current density upon
path integrating out At: δ(JL − JR). The theory associated with the submanifold R only
is obtained from (F.8) by dropping all reference to L and is just the chiral WZW model:
ZR =
∫
[DgR] exp (iS[gR, λR]) =
∫
[DJR]
∫
At|bdy=Aφ|bdy=JR
[DAR] exp(iS[JR, AR]), (F.9)
which can also be interpreted as path integrating over all boundary sources JR with a
suitable action. In terms of Hilbert spaces this means there is a extended Hilbert space
construction that accounts for edge states on the dividing surface, with again the gluing
condition δ(JL − JR) acting as a Gupta-Bleuler constraint, projecting onto the physical
subspace.
Explicitly, the Gupta-Bleuler constraint selects just one state in the extended Hilbert space
associated with the entangling surface, to be written as an Ishibashi state [45, 46]:
|λ〉 = 1√
S 0λ
∑
n
|λ, n〉 ⊗ |λ, n〉 . (F.10)
of the left- and right sectors of the 2d WZW CFT on the entangling surface. In the BF
limit, this becomes the factorization property (2.13) or (5.14), as only primaries survive.
F.2 Two-Boundary Models
As an application of the above consider the annulus path integral:
Z =
∑
λ
∫
[DgL] exp(iS[gL, λ])
∫
[DgR] exp(−iS[gR, λ]). (F.11)
Since the φ-direction is non-contractible in the annulus A, the holonomy of the connection
can be arbitrary and hence the path integral includes a sum over conjugacy class elements.84
The Euclidean configuration associated with this setup in A×S1 whose boundaries are two
83This sign flip can be undone by considering a coordinate system more natural for the left observer,
in which the boundary condition (F.3) destroys the holomorphic polarization instead and we obtain a left
moving affine coadjoint orbit action.
84The holonomy on the inner boundary equals the holonomy on the outer boundary because gL and gR
are derived from a single field g with an r-independent holonomy. Similarly, the global redundancy in the
parameterization is the diagonal gL,R → V gL,R.
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tori. The boundaries break topological invariance, as made explicit by the dependence of
the theory on a choice of modular parameter βi on both tori (Figure 17 left):
Z =
∑
λ
χλ(β1)χλ(β2), χλ(β) = Trλ e
−βL0 . (F.12)
This is equivalent to the statement that the spectrum of the theory consists of the states
H
H
b2
b1
Figure 17: Left: Annulus partition sum Z with (vertical) length β1 for the inner tube, and
β2 for the outer tube. Right: Limit where β1 → 0, leading to the exterior of the solid torus
or, alternatively, the interior of the S-dual surface.
|λ,m〉 ⊗ |λ, n〉 and the Hamiltonian is β1H1 + β2H2. This should be compared to (4.10).
In the special (thermal) case that β1 = β2, (F.12) is just the partition function of a non-
chiral WZW model: the fields gL, gR and λ can be recombined into a single non-chiral field
g as described for example in [36] and applied to Liouville in section 6. Notice in particular
that this expression is modular invariant.
The case that β1 = 0 is closely related to the construction of the thermofield double state
from the single-sided Hilbert space, and corresponds geometrically to (the exterior of) a
solid torus (Figure 17 right). The amplitude (F.12) can then be interpreted as 〈TFD|TFD〉
by analyzing the relation between Rindler (or modular or one-sided) time τ and Kruskal (or
global) time t. At the asymptotic boundary, we have t = β
2pi
τ . At the horizon, there is an
infinite redshift between the Rindler time frame and the Kruskal time frame, and the asso-
ciated edge degrees of freedom seem frozen on the horizon according to the modular time
frame. This is the analogue of the discussion around Figure 9. From (F.12) we immediately
write down the purification:
|TFD〉 =
∫
⊕
dλ
∑
m,n
|λ,m, n〉 ⊗ |λ,m, n〉 e−β2L0(λ,m). (F.13)
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Using the factorization property (F.10), the thermofield double can hence be rewriten into
the form:
|TFD〉 =
∫
dλ
√
S 0λ
∑
m
|λ,m,m〉 e−β2L0(λ,m). (F.14)
In the BF limit, the CFT Hamiltonian goes to the Casimir L0(λ) → Cλ as shown by the
Sugawara construction and we recover the factorized (4.12) and non-factorized (2.11) ther-
mofield double states respectively.
One can match the norm of the thermofield double with the torus partition function:
Z = 〈TFD|TFD〉 =
∫
dλS λ0 χλ(β) = χ0(S · β), (F.15)
with the S-transform reflecting that the Hamiltonian now generates evolution along the
A-cycle of the torus. Indeed, the β1 → 0 limit yields the exterior of the original torus as
the partition function. The latter is then related to a usual torus precisely by a modular
S-transform [75].
G Some Representation Theory of SL(2,R)
We review some of the representation theory of SL(2,R) that is used in the main text. We
will be mainly concerned with the parabolic basis which paves the way for the representation
theory of SL+(2,R) in Appendix H. The emphasis here is on the continuous series irreps
for which we derive the matrix elements and the Plancherel measure in a down-to-earth
manner. This section is largely based on [71].
Group elements of SL(2,R) can be represented as the set of matrices:
g =
(
a b
c d
)
, ad− bc = 1. (G.1)
The (self-adjoint) generators of the group are the traceless matrices Ja:
iJ+ =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, iJ− =
(
0 0
1 0
)
, iJ0 =
1
2
( −1 0
0 1
)
, (G.2)
satisfying the sl(2,R) algebra:
[J0, J±] = ±iJ±, [J+, J−] = 2iJ0. (G.3)
The Casimir is: C = J20 + 12 {J+, J−}. A set of basis functions of SL(2,R) is obtained by
diagonalizing the Casimir and one of the generators Ja. Suppose we label the eigenvalues
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of the Casimir as C = j(j + 1). For each fixed j, a spin j representation is defined as a
basis for the corresponding eigenspace of Ja. Labeling the eigenvalues of the diagonalized
generator of choice as Ja = ν, we end up with the orthonormal states |jν〉.
To make this more explicit we must specify a realization of the algebra or the group. We
will be discussing functions on the real line x ∈ R with the usual inner product. A spin
j representation is obtained by defining the action of the group element g on the basis
functions f jν (x) as:
f jν (x)→ (g · f jν )(x) = |bx+ d|2j f jν
(
ax+ c
bx+ d
)
. (G.4)
Infinitesimally, using g = 1 + iaJa, we observe that this is the Borel-Weil realization of the
sl(2,R) algebra:
iJ− = ∂x,
iJ0 = −x∂x + j,
iJ+ = −x2∂x + 2jx. (G.5)
This also confirms that (G.4) is a spin j representation: using (G.5) the Casimir is imme-
diately calculated to be C = j(j + 1).
Representation matrices are as always the Fourier components of transformed states:
〈jν| g |lµ〉 = δj,l
∫
dxf ∗ν (x)(g · fµ)(x). (G.6)
The above can be viewed as introducing a complete set of states |x〉 with
〈x| g |jµ〉 = (g · f jµ)(x). (G.7)
One immediately verifies that these satisfy the composition property:
〈jν| g1g2 |jµ〉 =
∫
dxf ∗ν (x)(g1g2 · fµ)(x), gi =
(
ai bi
ci di
)
,
=
∫
dxf ∗ν (x) g1 ·
(
|b2x+ d2|2j fµ
(
a2x+ c2
b2x+ d2
))
=
∫
dxf ∗ν (x) |bx+ d|2j fµ
(
ax+ c
bx+ d
)
, g1g2 =
(
a b
c d
)
, (G.8)
indeed demonstrating the defining property of a representation: R(g1) · R(g2) = R(g1 · g2).
From the definition of the adjoint action g†:
〈jν| g |jµ〉 =
∫
dxf ∗ν (x)(g · fµ)(x) ≡
∫
dx(g† · fν(x))∗fµ(x), (G.9)
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we obtain:
(g† · fν)(x) = |−bx+ a|−2j−2 fν
(
dx− c
−bx+ a
)
, (G.10)
such that the adjoint action is obtained by acting with the inverse group element g−1.
G.1 Mixed Parabolic Basis
In the harmonic analysis on SL(2,R) two sets of unitary irreducible representations of
SL(2,R) appear: the discrete ones with j = ` and 2` ∈ N, and the continuous ones
j = −1
2
+ ik with k ∈ R. The goal of this section is to find explicit formulas for the
associated matrix elements and Plancherel measure. With one eye on SL+(2,R) we choose
to focus on only the continuous irreps here, and we choose to construct the matrix elements
in the mixed parabolic basis.85
Suppose one chooses to diagonalize J− or equivalently the subgroup h−(t) = exp itJ− with
t ∈ R. A basis of the spin j representation is then the plane wave basis fkν (x) = eiνx:
(h−(t) · fkν )(x) = fkν (x+ t) = eiνtfjν(x), (G.11)
with J− = ν ∈ R. We will denote the associated state by |ν−〉, suppressing the j index,
such that
〈x|ν−〉 = eiνx. (G.12)
Alternatively one may choose to diagonalize J+ or equivalently the subgroup h+(t) =
exp itJ+. A basis of the irrep is now formed by f
k
ν (x) = |x|2ik−1 ei
ν
x with J+ = ν. De-
noting the associated states by |ν+〉 we obtain:
〈x|ν+〉 = |x|2ik−1 ei νx . (G.13)
One can transform J− eigenstates into J+ eigenstates by applying the group element
s =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
, (G.14)
as s transforms h− into h+: s · h− · s−1 = h+. And indeed, from the property 〈x| s |ν−〉 =
〈x|−ν+〉 we find:
s |ν−〉 = |−ν+〉 . (G.15)
This property will prove pivotal in the construction that follows.
Mixed parabolic matrix elements are defined as
〈ν−| g |λ+〉 , (G.16)
85We are free in the choice of generator Ja to diagonalize, the Plancherel measure nor any of the physics
is affected by this choice.
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and form a basis of wavefunctions for the continuous spectrum of quantum mechanics on
SL(2,R). Indeed, ordinary matrix elements for example in the basis |ν−〉 are orthogonal:∫
dg 〈kν−| g |kµ−〉
〈
k′ν ′−
∣∣ g ∣∣k′µ′−〉∗ = δ(k − k′)ρ(k) δ(ν − ν ′)δ(µ− µ′), (G.17)
with dg the Haar measure and ρ(k) the Plancherel measure. Using the property (G.15)
and the invariance of the Haar measure under g → g · s proves that mixes parabolic matrix
elements are orthogonal in precisely the same way:∫
dg 〈kν−| g |kµ+〉
〈
k′ν ′−
∣∣ g ∣∣k′µ′+〉∗ = δ(k − k′)ρ(k) δ(ν − ν ′)δ(µ− µ′), (G.18)
The same argument can be used to show that the 3j-symbols in the J+ basis are the same
as those calculated in the J− basis, modulo some sign changes.
G.2 Matrix Elements
Let us then continue to compute the matrix elements explicitly. As a first instructive
example consider the g = 1 matrix elements or the overlap 〈ν−|λ+〉. From the definition
(G.6) we find:
〈ν−|λ+〉 =
∫ +∞
−∞
dx|x|2ik−1e−iνxeiλx =
∫ ∞
0
dxx2ik−1e−iνxei
λ
x +
∫ ∞
0
dxx2ik−1eiνxe−i
λ
x . (G.19)
To evaluate these integrals we use the integral representation of the modified Bessel function
of the second kind:∫ +∞
0
dx x2ik−1e−νxe−
λ
x =
(
λ
ν
)ik
K2ik
(√
νλ
)
, ν, λ > 0 (G.20)
This values of ν and λ can be taken to the imaginary axis, analytically continuing from the
positive real axis as in Figure 18. Taking ν → eipi/2ν and λ→ e−ipi/2λ results in:
∫ +∞
0
dx x2ik−1e−iνxei
λ
x = epik
(
λ
ν
)ik
K2ik
(√
νλ
)
, λ, ν > 0. (G.21)
Similarly by taking ν → e−ipi/2ν and λ→ eipi/2λ to rotate in the other direction, we find:
∫ +∞
0
dx x2ik−1eiνxe−i
λ
x = e−pik
(
λ
ν
)ik
K2ik
(√
νλ
)
, λ, ν > 0. (G.22)
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Combining both we obtain:86
〈ν−|λ+〉 = cosh (pik)
(
λ
ν
)ik
K2ik
(√
νλ
)
. (G.23)
l, nIm
Re
Figure 18: Analytic continuation of the integral representation (G.20) of the modified Bessel
function K2ik(x). We need Re(ν, λ) > 0 for convergence.
More generically we are interested in computing 〈ν−| g |λ+〉. For this, we choose to param-
eterize the SL(2,R) group element by its Gauss decomposition:
g(φ, γ−, γ+) = h−(γ−) · d(φ) · h+(γ+) =
(
1 0
γ− 1
)(
e−φ 0
0 eφ
)(
1 γ+
0 1
)
, (G.24)
where
d(φ) =
(
e−φ 0
0 eφ
)
. (G.25)
This covers the Poincare´ patch of SL(2,R) with metric:
ds2 = Tr(g−1dg)2 = dφ2 + e−2φdγ−dγ+. (G.26)
Since |ν±〉 diagonalizes J± we find:
〈ν−| g(φ, γ−, γ+) |λ+〉 = eiγ−νeiγ+λ 〈ν−| d(φ) |λ+〉 = eφ
〈
νeφ−
∣∣∣λeφ+〉 eiγ−νeiγ+λ, (G.27)
where the second equality follows from a change of integration variables x→ xe−φ in (G.6).
Inserting (G.23) now directly results in the relevant matrix elements:
Rk,νλ(g) = 〈ν−| g(φ, γ−, γ+) |λ+〉 = cosh (pik)
(
λ
ν
)ik
eφK2ik(
√
νλeφ)eiνγ−+iλγ+ . (G.28)
86This formula appears in [71]. It should be replaced by a Bessel-J function in case λν < 0. We leave this
implicit.
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G.3 Plancherel measure
Finally, we would like to read off the Plancherel measure using (G.18) and the orthogonality
relation of the Bessel functions. To do this, we must make a detour on the coordinatization
of the SL(2,R) manifold as the Gauss parameterization (G.24) does not cover the entire
SL(2,R) manifold but only the Poincare´ patch. Any integral over the full group manifold
(such as (G.18)) is a sum of four terms. The whole SL(2,R) group is covered by four patches
of the form [121]:
g = h− · d · h+ · ω, ω = ±
(
0 1
−1 0
)
= ±s or ω = ±1. (G.29)
These patches give 2 by 2 the same result as an overall sign of ω gives the same matrix
elements.87 This means the group integral splits in two a priori distinct pieces: one over
g(φ, γ−, γ+) and one over g(φ, γ−, γ+) · s. We demonstrate in the next subsection that an
elementary substitution is sufficient to show that the second term equals the first one, both
for the grand orthogonality as for the 3j-integral. We end up with:
ρ(k) =
k sinh 2pik
cosh2 pik
= k tanhpik , (G.30)
which is indeed known to be the Plancherel measure on SL(2,R). Of course, this result can
be obtained in any basis of interest. Most discussions utilize the hyperbolic basis to deduce
this (see e.g. [122] for a recent account).
G.4 Covering of the SL(2,R) manifold by Gauss Patches
To go to the ω = s patch, we set eφ → −eφ/γ+, γ+ → −1/γ+ and γ− → γ− + e2φ/γ+ in the
matrix element (G.28) [123], and we obtain:
Rk,νλ(g · s) = cosh (pik)
(
λ
ν
)ik
eφ
|γ+|K2ik
(√
νλ
eφ
|γ+|
)
e
iν
(
γ−+ e
2φ
γ+
)
−iλ 1
γ+ , (G.31)
87As we are in fact studying PSL(2,R).
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from which we read off the contribution to orthonormality of the ω = s patch to be:∫
dgRk,νλ(g · s)R∗k,ν′λ′(g · s)
= δ(ν − ν ′)
∫ +∞
0
dγ+
γ2+
∫ +∞
−∞
dφ cosh (pik1) cosh (pik2)
(
λ
ν
)ik1 (λ′
ν ′
)−ik2
×K2ik1
(√
νλ
eφ
|γ+|
)
K2ik2
(√
ν ′λ′
eφ
|γ+|
)
e
i(λ−λ′) 1
γ+
= δ(ν − ν ′)δ(λ− λ′)
∫ +∞
−∞
dφ cosh (pik1) cosh (pik2)
(
λ
ν
)i(k1−k2)
K2ik1(
√
νλeφ)K2ik2(
√
νλeφ)
=
δ(ν − ν ′)δ(λ− λ′)δ(k1 − k2)
ρ(k)
, ρ(k) = k tanhpik, (G.32)
where in the first equality we did the γ−-integral, in the second one we first shifted φ →
φ+ ln |γ+|, used γ+ → 1/γ+ and did the γ+-integral, while in the third equality we did the
final φ-integral.
This is just the same answer as the Gauss ω = 1 patch, and the only effect of considering
all four patches is a quadrupling of the result, leading to the Plancherel measure (G.30).
H Some Representation Theory of SL+(2,R)
We present the representation theory of SL+(2,R). It is very closely related to that of
SL(2,R) itself, and large parts of it can be found in the available literature [70, 71, 74].
The semigroup SL+(2,R) is defined as the set of positive SL(2,R) matrices with the usual
matrix operations: (
a b
c d
)
, ad− bc = 1, a, b, c, d > 0. (H.1)
In spite of the lack of an inverse, hence the name semigroup, it is possible to set up a
meaningful representation theory in the sense that
R(g1 · g2) = R(g1) ·R(g2). (H.2)
It has an action on L2(R+) in the same way as (G.4), but restricted to x > 0:
fj(x)→ (g · fj)(x) = |bx+ d|2j fj
(
ax+ c
bx+ d
)
, (H.3)
Due to the positivity of all matrix entries, this operation is internal in R+ and is well-defined.
The sl(2,R) algebra is still relevant.
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A matrix element in a representation j is defined as the overlap:
Rab(g) ≡ 〈ja| g |jb〉 =
∫ +∞
0
dxf ∗ja(x)(g · fjb(x)). (H.4)
H.1 Matrix Elements
The matrix elements of the subsemigroup SL+(2,R) can be found as a subset of the SL(2,R)
matrix elements when diagonalizing the J0 generator. This basis is called the hyperbolic
basis. To describe it, it’s convenient to briefly return to SL(2,R). The eigenfunctions
(x > 0)
〈x| s〉 = 1√
2pi
xis−1/2, 〈s| x〉 = 1√
2pi
x−is−1/2, (H.5)
are a basis on R+:∫ +∞
0
dx
x
xisx−is
′
= 2piδ(s− s′),
∫ +∞
−∞
ds xis−1/2x′−is−1/2 = 2piδ(x− x′), (H.6)
with parameter s related to the J0-eigenvalue by (G.5). An analogous basis is constructed
on R−. Defining the four matrix elements
K±±s1s2(g) ≡ 〈s1,±| g |s2,±〉 , (H.7)
linking basis functions in the x < 0 (−) or x > 0 (+) sector with one another, we can write
the matrix elements of SL(2,R) on L2(R) in the hyperbolic basis as a 2×2 matrix of matrix
elements:
K(g) =
(
K++ K+−
K−+ K−−
)
. (H.8)
This matrix composes under group transformations using matrix multiplication: K(g1 ·g2) =
K(g1) ·K(g2). Specifying now to SL+(2,R), the matrix elements in the hyperbolic basis of
SL+(2,R) are just K++.88 Indeed, for the subsemigroup elements g1, g2 the composition
law of SL+(2,R) irrep matrices implies the composition law of SL+(2,R) irrep matrices:
K++(g1 · g2) = K++(g1) · K++(g2). This matrix element can be explicitly computed by
evaluating the defining integral:
K++s1s2(g) = 〈s1| g |s2〉 =
∫ +∞
0
dxx−is1−1/2(g · xis2−1/2). (H.9)
88Also their q-deformed variants are known, which reduce to these in the classical limit again [63].
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The Gauss decomposition of a generic SL+(2,R) matrix is given by:
g = eiγ−J
−
e2iφJ
0
eiγ+J
+
=
(
1 0
γ− 1
)(
e−φ 0
0 eφ
)(
1 γ+
0 1
)
, γ−, γ+ > 0, (H.10)
and provides a complete covering of the SL+(2,R) manifold. It has corresponding metric
ds2 =
1
2
Tr
[
(g−1dg)2
]
= dφ2 + e−2φdγ−dγ+, γ−, γ+ > 0. (H.11)
Note here that for g ∈ SL+(2,R), though no inverse exists in the semigroup, g−1 is well-
defined because SL+(2,R) is a subregion of SL+(2,R). This is crucial, as otherwise the
construction of a SL+(2,R) BF theory would not be valid.
For each of the three constituents of (H.10), one obtains the matrix elements (j = −1
2
+ ik):
K++s1s2(φ) = e
2i(k−s2)φδ(s1 − s2),
K++s1s2(γ−) =
1
2pi
Γ(−is1 + 1/2)Γ(is1 − is2)
Γ(−is2 + 1/2) γ
is2−is1− , (H.12)
K++s1s2(γ+) =
1
2pi
Γ(is2 − is1)Γ(is1 + 1/2− 2ik)
Γ(is2 + 1/2− 2ik) γ
is1−is2
+ .
The generic matrix element can then be readily computed as
K++s1s2(g) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dαdβ K++s1α(γ−)K
++
αβ (φ)K
++
βs2
(γ+). (H.13)
The orthogonal wavefunctions are then obtained as
ψks1s2(g) =
√
k sinh 2pikK++s1s2(g), (H.14)
and the Plancherel measure is deduced as
ρ(k) = k sinh 2pik. (H.15)
H.2 Unitarity of the Matrix Elements
We can use the explicit expressions (H.12) and (H.13) to prove that the continuous repre-
sentation K++(g) is unitary. We compute:∫
dsK++s1s (g)K
++
s2s
(g)∗
=
∫ +∞
−∞
dsdαdβK++s1α(γ−)K
++
αα (φ)K
++
αs (γ+)K
++
s2β
(γ−)∗K++ββ (φ)
∗K++βs (γ+)
∗
=
∫ +∞
−∞
ds dα dβ
∫ +∞
0
dx du dy dv x−is1−1/2(x+ γ−)iα−1/2yis2−1/2(y + γ−)−iβ−1/2
× u−iα−1/2(u+ γ+)is−1/2viβ−1/2(v + γ+)−is−1/2e2i(k−α)φe−2i(k−β)φ, (H.16)
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Using successively∫ +∞
−∞
ds(u+ γ+)
is−1/2(v + γ+)−is−1/2 = δ(u− v),
∫ +∞
0
du
u
ui(β−α) = δ(α− β),∫ +∞
−∞
dα(x+ γ−)iα−1/2(y + γ−)−iα−1/2 = δ(x− y),
∫ +∞
0
dx
x
xi(s2−s1) = δ(s1 − s2),
(H.17)
we find ∫ +∞
−∞
dsK++s1s (g)K
++
s2s
(g)∗ = δ(s1 − s2), (H.18)
identifying the inverse representation matrix with the adjoint:
K++α,β (g)
−1 = K++β,α (g)
∗. (H.19)
H.3 Gravitational Matrix Elements
Gravitational matrix elements are associated with the parabolic states |i±〉 defined as before
to satisfy J± |i±〉 = ±i |i±〉. In the coset slicing we are interested in obtaining 〈s| g(φ, γ−) |i+〉.
In the Schwarzian slicing we are interested in obtaining 〈i−| g(φ) |i+〉. In the coordinate basis
we obtain a damped exponential:
〈i−|x〉 = e−x, 〈x|i+〉 = x2ik−1e− 1x . (H.20)
Notice that neither the damped e−νx nor the oscillating exponentials eiµx are orthogonal on
R+. This is because J+ as defined in (G.5) is not self-adjoint on R+, so its eigenfunctions
are not necessarily orthogonal and the vectors |µ+〉 do not form a basis, in sharp contrast
with the situation in SL(2,R) above. J0 on the other hand is self-adjoint on R+, and leads
to the hyperbolic basis (H.5) we constructed above.
These states can be decomposed in the hyperbolic basis using the Cahen-Mellin integral:
e−y =
1
2pii
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞
dsΓ(s)y−s, y > 0. (H.21)
Using (H.5) and (H.20), one finds for the overlap:
〈i−|s〉 = 1√
2pi
Γ
(
is+
1
2
)
, 〈s|i+〉 = 1√
2pi
Γ
(
is+
1
2
− 2ik
)
. (H.22)
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This transition is the same as that linking Minkowski eigenmodes to Rindler modes.89 The
matrix element of the middle Cartan element e2iφJ
0
is called the Whittaker function (or
coefficient). The elementary basis functions fν and fλ are called the Whittaker vectors in
the mathematics literature [64, 65, 66, 67].
The matrix element between these states is easily found as
Rk(g) = 〈i−| g(φ) |i+〉 = 1
2
∫ ∞
0
dx
x
xikeφe−2φike−xe−
e2φ
x = eφK2ik
(
eφ
)
. (H.25)
These are orthogonal with the Plancherel measure k sinh 2pik as expected. An addition
theorem can be found by inserting a complete set of intermediate states in the hyperbolic
basis:
〈i−| g1 · g2 |i+〉 =
∫ +∞
−∞
ds 〈i−| g1 |s〉 〈s| g2 |i+〉 . (H.26)
All intermediate channel are always treated in the hyperbolic basis.
I Schwarzian Bilocals from SL(2,R) BF
This Appendix concerns the holographic evaluation of a bulk crossing Wilson line O`(τ1, τ2).
In particular this is a Wilson line in the lowest weight state of a discrete j = ` representation
of SL+(2,R).90 The goal is to prove formula (6.2) of the main text.
In BF theory [40, 36], a Wilson line evaluates upon path integrating out χ to:
Pe
∫ zf
zi
A(z)dz = g(zf )g
−1(zi). (I.1)
Specifying to a boundary-anchored Wilson line, we set zi = ti and zf = tf . In gravity,
the boundary is subject to the gravitational constraints (5.1), such that g(tf ) is an implicit
function of f(tf ). We aim to make this explicit. In the defining 2× 2 representation, this is
solving the matrix equation:
iJ− − T (t)
2
iJ+ =
(
0 0
1 0
)
− T (t)
2
(
0 1
0 0
)
= g∂tg
−1, g−1 =
(
A B
C D
)
, (I.2)
89The Mellin transform and its inverse are explicitly:
f(x) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dsF (s)x−is−1/2, (H.23)
F (s) =
∫ +∞
0
dxf(x)xis−1/2, (H.24)
which follows from (H.6). The Mellin transform links a function on R+ to a function on R.
90This representation is identical to a discrete representation of SL(2,R).
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with solution determined by
A′′ +
1
2
T (t)A = 0, B = A′, (I.3)
C ′′ +
1
2
T (t)C = 0, D = C ′, (I.4)
and the SL(2,R) constraint AC ′ − A′C = 1. The Fuchsian differential equation is Hill’s
equation, familiar from the study of Virasoro coadjoint orbits [124]. A and C are the two
linearly independent solutions to Hill’s equation, with the SL(2,R) constraint playing the
role of the Wronskian condition. Up to permutations (obtained by performing a Mo¨bius
transformation), there is a unique solution to this system:
A =
1√
f ′
, C =
f√
f ′
, (I.5)
with f the solution to {f, t} = T (t). Parametrizing g−1 using the Gauss parameterization
g−1 = eiγLJ
−
e2iφJ
0
eiγRJ
+
=
(
1 0
γ− 1
)(
e−φ 0
0 eφ
)(
1 γ+
0 1
)
, (I.6)
we identify:
γ− = f, e−φ =
1√
f ′
, γ+ = −1
2
f ′′
f ′
. (I.7)
We are interested in evaluating the Wilson line in the lowest weight representation of a
discrete irrep ` of SL+(2,R). This is easy in the Borel-Weil realization
iJˆ− = ∂x,
iJˆ0 = −x∂x − j, (I.8)
iJˆ+ = −x2∂x − 2jx,
where we know the lowest weight state |`, 0〉 to be of the form [77]:
〈x|`, 0〉 = 1
x2`
, 〈`, 0|x〉 = δ(x), (I.9)
and the generators (I.8) exponentiate to one-parameter subgroups of SL(2,R), acting as:
J− : f(x) → f(x+ c), c ∈ R, (I.10)
J0 : f(x) → e−2`φf(e−2φx), φ ∈ R, (I.11)
J+ : f(x) → (bx+ 1)−2`f
(
x
(bx+ 1
)
, b ∈ R, (I.12)
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corresponding to translation, scaling and special conformal transformations respectively.
Hence the Wilson line can be written as:
O`(τ1, τ2) = 〈`, 0| g(tf )g−1(ti) |`, 0〉 =
∫
dx δ(x)
(
g(tf )g
−1(ti) · 1
x2`
)
, (I.13)
with the differential operator
g−1 = eγ−∂xe2φ(−x∂x+`)eγ+(−x
2∂x−2`x), (I.14)
with parameters (I.7). Explicitly, the wavefunction transforms under the action of g(zf )g
−1(zi)
as:
1
x2`
−→
g−1(ti)
f ′1(ti)
`
(x+ f1(ti))2`
−→
g(tf )
(f ′1(ti)f
′
2(tf ))
`
f ′2(tf )x+ (f1(ti)− f2(tf ))2`(1 + γ+x))2`
,
(I.15)
with f1 and f2 possibly different functions associated with the respective holographic bound-
aries on which ti and tf are located. Setting x = 0, and using the notation of (6.2) we obtain:(
F˙ L(t1)F˙ R(t2)
(F L(t1)− F R(t2))2
)`
. (I.16)
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